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.¥-0ung Wild West's .Quickest Shot
OR,

THE DESP)3RADOES . OF DIAMOND- DIVE
By AN OltD SCOUT

. .. ..

CHAPTER I.
..
-

' ::;it~~EN~ ,ON THE 'l'RAIL TO DIAMOND DIVE.
·,
~:~,:t: '•

.
' ;tack, erack ! . .
T~o r1v0Iver shots rang out in quick succession.
Tt1en :a: lcreatn sounded, :followed by a crashing in the
unde1growth.
7
' The scene was ¥ear the trail that led to Tombstone,
Arizona, and the time was a warm afternoon in autumn,
a few years ago, when it was really dangerous to travel
in that part ol the country.
A yotmg giil, ho had been picking wild :flowers, came
up0n an ·u l.1~ J~ck bear with her two cubs, and as the
he~l'Y,-.t"' ',d fighl, he fi.Tecl at it.
~~~m.t:.~lie b1illots failed to reach a vital point, and the resu it 't as ~hat the angered bear started after the girl.
$traight for the rather high bank that overlooked the
r9cky trail ran the girl, the maddened bear in hot pursuit, while the two cubs follo:wec1 as fast as they co,1ld.
"What is the matter, Eloise?"
The question was asked by a very pretty golden-hair(•cl
miss, as '.:!he broke through the bushes and came upon the
scene.
"Qh, A1ietta ! The bear ! Shoot it-quick!" answerer'!
the frightened girl. ~,
Crack '. crack ! . ~
· The newcomer un~erstood what to do right away.
So apcurate was her ·.aim that the bear :was blinded in
• both. ey~; and the lumbering carcass went rolling upon
b
the groui<'d:'.' ·
,I ,,.-.

Just then a handsome, athletic boy, who waq attired in
a hunting suit, came running up the short slope from the
trail.
"What is the trouble, girls?" he asked, coolly. "0)1!
I see. A bear, eh?"
"Yes, Wild," answered the girl who had blinded the animal by her two well,directed shots. "Eloise wounded it,
and then she had to run for her life."
. The boy ca1led Wild laughed.
"Well, I don't bJ.ame you, Eloise," he said, nodding lo
the girl, who had been so badly frightened. "But what
made the bear show fight, do you know?"
"Yes, Wild," was the quick reply; "there were two cubs
with her. I suppose she thought I _meant to harm them."
"Oh, I see," and the boy, who was no other than Young
Wild West, the well-known Boy Hero of the Wild ·w est,
gave a nod. "A she-bear is 'very ugly at times, I know."
Three others now appeared upon the scene.
They were Cheyenne Charlie, the scout; Jim Dart, a boy
about the same age as our hero, and Anna, the wi:fe of the
scout.
They a'11 appeared to be eager to £nc1 out what the trouble was.
But the moment he saw the wounded bear clawing and
rolling upon the ground the face of Cheyenne Charlie
lighted up, and pulling his hunting knife, h_e hastened forward.
He waited until he got the chance and then he quickly
dispatched the bear by a quick thrust below the left foreshoulder.
"There!" he exclaimed, "I sorter guess that settles ther
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critter. row ther:i, Wild, s'pose I call ther heathens an' trips in search of ::iclventure, and they had halted for a
short i·eF.t.
let 'em catch ther cubs?"
Arietta ancl ~loise had spied some very pretty flowers, ·
There was a twinkle in the scout's eyes as he spoke, for
ancl they had gone to pick them. They had been sepahe was no doubt looking for fun.
" All right, Charlie; go ahead and call them, answered rated by but a short distance when the old bear and her
the boy, who hacl made ~nch a name for himself all over cubs put in an: appearance.
But it was all over now, and a fow minutes l ater they
the West, from his wonderful cQolness and co;urage and
daring exploits. "I think that will be a good iclea. We mounted and set ont along the trail.
The two Chil1arnen were leading t.be pack horses that
topped here for a rest, but 've may as well have a little
were loaded with the camping outfit ancl. provisions, they
amusement. Call Hop and Wing."
The scout hastened to the edge of the bank that over- bringing up the rear of the lii.tle procession. that was- riding
l!:vked the trail and saw the two Chirramen emploved as along the trail.
AP- we have stated, it was a very warm af.ternoon, but
"
,r ~ervants of the party taking it easy.
They 'vere reclining upon the gr.ound in the shade of all of our friends were to US<'d t.o the climate in that part
a high rocky projection, and though they must certainly of t.he country .t hat they did not mind it 110 very mu~~~ . F:
As we find them thev were about sixty mile.~
have heard the shooting, they did not appear to be interof rrom bstone, and quit~ uear the border. line of old Mexested one bit.
·
" Come up here, you yaller-faced heathens!" Charlie ieo and that of New I\lf e:xico· as well.
' rl'hc mou~tain scenery might lurve been called grand· by
called out. "You're wanted."
·
"Allee l ight, Mislcr ChaJ·lie," came the reply from both, one ,rho lookecl upon it for the first time. •..
But it was old to our friends, and it was- little atteutiou·
us though in one Yoi'Ce.
·:
·when they reached the spot where the dead bear lay they paid to it.
As they roundecl a bend in the trail and came 'to a ddile
they showed no surprise.
It w · a common oecurrence for Young Wild West and where it branched off to the left a .rnclely painted :;ign
- .,
his fr~"nc1s to shoot bears,. an all other kinds of game, for about two feet square loomed 11p before them.
Young Wild West brought his st>nel stallion, Spitfire, to
that m.a 'ter" l -rt11 come along with me," said the scout. "Git a a halt instantly.
It was the sign that caused him to do this, for he knew
moYc on ycr, too !"
T'h . 'ollowed him a short distance through the bushes Ycry well that the right branch of the trail was the one
that would take them to Tombstone.
and then they came upon the two cubs.
This was the place ~hey . had start~ for, thoug~,.._
"Catch them two little kittens," Charlie said.
. ../ · · · •
"Me no likee," declared Wing, the cook, as he shook his no particular purpose m view.
They were simply riding about in .:iearcb· of. a~vent?c,
head and showed signs of uneasiness.
"Me catchee Yelly muchee quickce," spoke up Hop, whd, that was all.
'~Hello, boys!" the young dea<lshot exclaimed. "I
as the majority of our reaP,ers know, was a <'lo'FJry clever
Chinaman, and in many ways. "Me do lat, Mi'sler Char- reckon this is something new in these parts.'• '
"I should reckon so, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie quickly
lie." ·
The cubs snarled as he moved toward them, and Young answered, as l1C rode up to the side of the young deadshot. ,
Then .they all read the sign, which was as follows:
Wild West and his friends waited to see what would happen.
"'l'IIIS WAY TO DIAMOND DIVE',
But in?tead of trying to pick up the two cubs, Hop
"The worst mining camp in Arizona.
drew a sm\ll silken rope from one of the pockets his coat
pause before you hit thid trail.
"Stranger,
contained, and with no little skill threw a noose about one
__......,.. -<(JA.~RE
of them.
" ( Comm~ly called , 'The~,.,,
Then he ran arouud in a circle a few times am1 had
Desperado of Diamoud Di ye') ."
them both so much tangled in the rope in a few seconds
that they were helpless.
Young Wild West laughed as he :finished r€ading the
"Lere ~'on are, IYiisler Charlie," he said, smiling blandly
as he handed the scout the end of the rope. "You gottee inscription.
"Well, I reckon that might scare some people ancl keep
'
11m lillee bears, allee light."
"That's right," and Charlie seernec1 to be rather disap- them from going that way, eh?" and he turned and looked
at his companiorn;.
·
pointed.
"Probably it would, Wild," Arietta spoke up. "But I
'l'l1ings had not turned out just the way he expected they
am quite sure ii docs not frighten you any."
would.
"Not much, Et," was the cool rejoin der. "Bl'en if I
But it was only one of the many times the clever Chipressing business in Tombston'i l'd put it off loug
had
nee had got the best of the scout.
"You may as well put the cubs out of the way, Charlie,'' enough to ride over to this place they call Diamond D ive.
said Wild, as he laughed at the way Hop had done it. It must be a new camp, I reckon, because I have 'never
heard of it before."
"They are too young to live without their mother."
"That's what it must be, Wild,'J\spokc up the scout.
"That's right, Wild," and two shots settled the business.
"But say, you don't s'pose that thcr sjgn was put up to
'l'hen they all returned to the trail below.
Young \1.'ild Wc\t and his frjcnds were on one of their -scare people from guin' there, do yer !'"
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"Well, hardly," and the young deadehot shrugged his
shoulders. "The chances are that it was .put there to attract the attention of the curious ones, and make them
pay a visit to the place just to see what it was like. There
are lots of people who would be bound to go there anyhow,
after reading that sign. We belong to that class. We will
ride over and see what Diamond Dive is like. The Boss
Desperado sounds good to me. According to that there
must be plenty of them there, and this man who calls himself Jack Gore is the boss of them all. Well, I just want
to see what sort of a galoot he is."
"I suppose the place is full of very bad men, Wild,"
Arietta observed, looking rather grave. "Maybe some of
your old enemies are there, and this sign was put up on
purpose to get you to come there. You can't ten, you

..:rlw.~'W"

'~·yeHy fuink that, Et," our hero answered. "But
even if I knew it was that way, I would go, anyhow. Come
on. Here goes for Diamond Dive!"
The dashing young deadshot urged his horse forward
'- and started to ,pde through the defile.
Though there were evidences of a trail going through it,
·
they were very slight indeed, and this meant that few peo·
ple traveled that way.
The sun was geWng pretty low in the west now, and as
'
"they rode along,1the toweri:µg cliffs on either side of them,
it soon became lost to view behind a distant range.
But it was not sunset yet, as they all knew, and they
were in hopes of i;eaching the new mining camp before
darkness set in.
The sign had failed to state just how far it was to Dia,.,
-.-.,;..r,i.o.~id . ive: so it was mere guesswork on the part or our
friends. ~
The defile was probably a mile in length, and it finally
broadened out upon a stretch of white sand that was dotted
here and there with cactus.
It was one of the patches of desert so common in Arizona:.
But it so happened that it did not extend very far, for
probably five miles further on was a rugged slope that was
covered with vegetation.
"Well," said Young Wild West, as he nodded to his com,.,... .panions, "I reckon we'll ride across this stretch before we
put up for "he night anyhow. It may be that Diamond
Di ' . i1e among the hills over there. After we get up, a
IL.,i""""~"1"l':tffe distance we may be able to catch sight of it. If we
:fail to do that we will pitch our camp, that's all, and then
start out in the morning for Diamond Dive."
The faint traces of a trail lay right before them, so
they struck out through the sandy strip.
Five miles of that sort of riding was riot to be called
pleasant, but as we have said, our friends were well used to
that climate.
They made good headway, and finally just as they were
nearing the edge of the desert, two horsemen rode from
behind the rocks and came toward them.
They seemed to be just ordinary cowboys, but as they
drew nearer our friends could ·not help noticing that they
had what might be called a bad look about them.
"Hello, gals!" called out. one of them, as he rode up and
brought his horse to a halt and looked at the girls of the
party, without noticing their companions. "This is sar-
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tinly somethin' nice. We ain't in ther habit of seein' sich
putty gals in this part of ther country. Where might yer
.
be goin' ?"
"How far is the place called Diamond Dive from here?"
asked Wild, coolly.
"What's that yer say, young feller?"
. It was the one who had spoken to the girls who asked
the question, and he looked at the boy in a half-angry way.
"How far is it to Diamond Dive?" Young Wild West ~
asked the question very coolly, though there was just a
flash of anger in his eyes.
· "You ain't goin' there, are yer, young :feller?"
•
"Yes, I reckon we are."
"Well, Diamond Dive is jest about three miles an' a
half from here. All's you've got to do is to foller ther
trail an' you'll come to it."
Then the man urged his horse close to the side of
Arietta and reached out his hand, no doubt intending to
chuck her under the chin.
But the girl was too quick for him.
She quickly <lrew her horse aside and struck his arm at
"
the same time.
"You're what I call a sassy gal," said the villain, for
-there was no doubt but that he was such. "I ain't in ther
habit of havin' gals to use me that way when I w~nts t&
chuck 'em under ther chin. I am Jack Gore, an' I've ~n
nicknamed ther Boss Desperado of Diamond Dive. Mayh..,e_._,,..,,
you people might have read ther sign at ther end of ther
defile."
"Oh, yes, we read that, all_, jght," said Wild, as he
let his horse walk up close to that of the desperado.
"That's why we started on. the way to Diamond Dive. So
you're Jack Gore, the Boss Desperado of Diamond Di1e,
are you?"
"I reckon I am, young feller."
"And you have a way of insulting ladies you have never
seen before, too, I see?"
"I have a way of doin' jest as I please."
"Is that so?"
"Yes, that's so."
"Well, so have I. How does that strike you?"
• As the boy spoke he brought his right hand a.round with
all the strength be had.
It caught the villain on the side of his head and sent
him flying to the ground.
'rhe other villain looked very- much surprised, but quickly
made a move to draw the gun that hung at his right side. '
"Let go of that, you sneakin' coyote!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, .as he covered1 him.
The villain obeyed.
Meanwhile Young Wild West had leaped from the saddle,
and as the Boss Desperado, as he called himself, was in
the act of rising he struck him with his clenched fist and
sent him flat upon his back again.
"Get up, you big galoot!" he exclaimed, his eyes flashing. "I am going fo give you the worst thrashing you
ev~r had in your life. You hear what I say ! I am only a
boy, too. But I reckon I can handle half a dozen such as
you are."
If there ever was a surprised man it was Jack Gore just
then.
It had all happened so suddenly that he hardly com¥
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prehended what had caused him to fall from his horse beTom was not long mounting and following him, and as
fore he received a blow full in the face.
the, two rode away, our hero called out:
Dazed and confused he rose to a sitting posture and
"We will meet you agaih at Diamond Dive. Be careful
looked around i;n a bewildered way.
how you act."
"Get up!" cried the young deadshot. "I didn't give you
The next ·minute the two desperadoes were out of sight.
the chance that time, but now I will. Get upon your feet.
I will teach you that it is not good policy to insult ladies."
CHAPTER IL
~
"What's ther matter, T'om ?" the desperado asked, as
II
he finally turned and saw his partner sitting still in the
CALLING A CROWD.
saddle, his hands up and an expression of fear and astonishment showing on his face.
Young Wild West mounted his horse when he saw the
"They've got the drop on me, Jack," was the reply. "I two desperadoes disappear from view.
guess you made a mistake in actin' ther way yer did. You
"They got a little surprise," he observed, and he smiled
had better apologize, 'cause if yer don't that boy will clean grimly. "Et, the next time they meet us I hardly think
yer out. He's a regular cyclone, he is."
the Boss Desperado of Diamond- Dive will be so familialnd
" 'Pologize !" Jack Gore fairly yelled. "That's some- with you."
~c
thin' I never done in my life. I'll kill ther young galoot,
"I guess not, Wild," the girl replied, her eyes fl.ashing
that's what I will. I'll--"
as she thought of how the man had acted. "If I had been
Spat!
alone when he tried that on me I would have shot him."
Young Wild West sent a blow straight from the shoul"Oh, I know that. I know you can take care of y9~
der and caught him squarely between the eyes.
self all right, Et. .well, the galoot had an awful nerve-;
The villain staggered back a few paces and then dropped anyhow. But he soon got the starch taken out of him.
to the ground as limp as a rag.
I never gave him the least chance'. It didn't take so very
" row then," said the dashing young deadshot, turning much to settle him, however."
~
to the man who had been called Tom by his companion,
"Well, I don't know about that," spoke up Jim Da-rt~
"~·ou need a little of that same kind of medicine. Get "I think he received quite enough to settie almOi:it anyone .
.do'VU off your horse! I. know pretty well that you Rte one You certainly hit him bard, Wild. When you knockeu
of th6 desperadoes of Diamond Dive. That is why I want him from the saddle with the fl.at of your hand it was
to get at you. I am Young Wild West. Maybe you have quite enough to put him out."
hea.r d of me before. If you haven't, you will remember me
"Yes, but if he had had any sand in him he would have
as long as you live. Get down off that horse!"
·made a better move than that."
"Young Wild West!" gasped the man, never making a
"But jest see what ther other one done," said....cii' J nne
move to obey the command. "Yes, I've heard of yer. Charlie, a broad grin on his face. "Whj, when he found
But say! I don't want ter fight. I never said nothin'; it that I'd covered him there was not ther least bit of fight
was Jack. I didn't want ter insult ther gals. I was with in him. Wild couldn't have made that fellow fight if he
him, that's all, an' I can't help that."
had pulled his nose and pinched both his ears. He beat
"Get down off that horse !"
anything I ever seen in ther line of a coward."
This time the command was impera,tive.
"But that don't say that he is not a dangerous man,
The villain lost no time in obeying now.
Charlie," the scout's wife remarked. "Maybe he is not
But as M · stepped toward him Wild did not have the one of the sort who will fight openly. But what he will do
heart to strike him with his fists, since there ·was no sign on the sly is another thing."
of a defense offered.
•
"Yes, I suppose that is about ther size of it, gal. But
But he did slap him lightly with the palm of his hand, Wild says we're goin' ter Diamond Dive, so I reckon we'll
and then he said:
have a chance to find out somethin' 1mo1'E(abo · t. '"m .1
"You are the worst coward I ever met. There is no an' ther rest of ther gang what's there. If they git ,
fight in you, I can see that. Now then, I give you just five best of us they'll have ter be mighty smart, I sorter
minutes to get your partner on his horse and light out. reckon."
Go ahead!"
The party soon reached the edge of the sandy stretch,
The boy calmly pulled his watch from an inner pocket and then it was not long before they were riding among
of his coat and looked at the time.
the rocks and found bushes and scrub trees growing on
Tom quickly sprang to the side of his fallen comrade.
either side of them.
But the Boss Desperado had only been stunned ternThe further they advanced up the slope the more green
pornrily, and as he felt himself being assisted to hia feet the vegetation became.
he came to entirely.
But the soil was different here, and it must have been
"Come on, Jack! Wfive got five minutes ter git out of that the ground was full of springs, for here and there a
sight. It's Young Wild West an' his pards. You've tiny stream of water could be seen trickling.
heard of 'em. There's lots of our gang as knows all about
This was not a common sight so close to the edge of a
'em. Come on!"
strip of desert waste, so when they came to a good-sized
Jack Gore permitted himself to be assisted to his horae. brook they halted and tasted the water.
Tom helped him to mount, and then without looking
It was cool and sweet, so n'Ot knowing just what they
behind him, he rode away in the direction the two had ap- might strike when they reached the new mining camp,
peared from.
they filled all the vessels they had with them.
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It was only about a mile in a straight line, but in order
"It might be that the principal thing in the drink"ing
line to be found at Diamond Dive will be whisky," said to reach it they would ha.ve to cover easily twice this disour hero. "As that is something that neither Jim nor I tance.
But they were used to that sort of thing, for they had
ever use, in any shape or form, nor do you girls use it, we
would be pretty badly off if we should happen. to want a spent many da~· s in the mountains.
drink when we get there."
They did not ride very fast, and it took them fully ten
'
"l\fe likee tang1efoot allee light, so be," spoke up Hop minutes to reach the foot o.f the descent.
Then as they struck the spot that was shaped' like a
Wah, who was sometimes called Young Wild West's Clever
Chinaman.
diamond they rode directly to the center of the camp,
"Oh, yes, you could swim in it, you heathen," Cheyenne which was not a very large one, since there were not mote
Charlie quickly retorted.
than a dozen shanties and probably as many tents there.
It was now past six o'clock, and the miners were through
dlink
lillee
likee
''Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. You
of tanglefoot sometimes, so be."
work for the day.
1
There were but few trees to be seen in the camp, and
"Yes, I do like a drink when I feel as though I need it.
~ But I don't fill myself full of it every time I git ther these were located directly before a rather pretentiouslooking shanty that had a sign across the front bearing
•;;H " like you do."
"You nevee mind, Misler Charlie. You no see me allee the name "Diamond Dive."
"There!" exclaimed Jim Dart. "I told you that probi;amee dlunk. Me velly sm!IJ'tee Chinee; me know when
me gittee enough."
ably the saloon was called a dive. It is called Diamond
es, yer kno>v it all right, when. yer git enough, but Dive, and that is no doubt what the mining camp takes
that s about all yer kin say. If yer was to take about one its name from."
Standing before the shanty saloon were probably twenty
drink after yer got what yer thought was enough, you
rough-looking men.
would go to sleep, an' then yer wouldn't know nothin'."
But rough-looking men are always to be found in any
"Allee lig,11t, ~faler Charlie. You havee you own way.
You velly smartee man."
mining camp, so that did not signify that they were vilThe scout was about to say something further, when his lains.
wife advised him to let it drop.
But since the sign at the beginning of the defile in:Ui"You know very well," she added, "that Hop is bound cated that it was a very bad camp, our friends took it for
to have the last word."
granted that the majority of the men there must be of the
"Yes, I know that," Charlie declared. "He's somethin' villainous type.
like a woman. Ha, ha, ha!"
A few more men came out of the saloon as the party
~--.. i~ put an end to the argument, and :f the next mile rode up, and some were seen coming from the shanties and
the party -tVde dn in a happy frame of mind.
the store that was located but a short distance from the
Young \Yild West and his partners were keeping a sharp saloon.
watch as they rode along, for they knew quite well that it
By the time Young Wild West and his friends came to
would be nothing strange if the two villains should take a a halt in the dusty roadway before the saloon there must
notion to try and get square :for what had happened to have been fully thirty-five gathered there.
them.
"How are you, boys?" the dashing young deadshot called
But it seemed that this was not the case, for when they out, as he nodded to them. "I reckon this is the place
reached the top of the ridge they did not have to ride far that is called Diamond Dive, isn't it?"
IX'fore they came in sight of a small collection of brand
"It sartinly is," replied a bareheaded man who was connew shanties and tents.
spicuous in a flaming red shirt. "Can't yer read ther sign
The~· at once came to a halt, for the little mining camp over my door? I'm ther one as give ther name to ther
showed. !.J2,.Kuiuewhat. (Efferent from the majority of those camp. Yer might have took notice ,that ther groi1nd here
. ~ere in the h1:1bit of seeing.
~-.,,_,..,_7
ia shaped very much like a diamond. Well, I was ther
lt lay in a ft.at hollow that was an enlargement of a :first one as ever struck this place. I slipped from ther top
ravine, and was shaped almost exactly like a diap:tond.
of the cliff back there an' dove down head first. I hit in a
At each end the ravine narrowed and continued both tree that used to stand back there, an' that saved my life.
ways.
There was more with me at ther time, an' when I proposed
"That's where the diamond part of the name. for the that we call ther spot Diamond Dive they all agreed with
place comes from," said our hero, as he pointed to the me. That was a little more than six months ago. You
kin see how we've growed in that time. I struck it rich
camp. "It is shaped like a diamond, all right."
"Well, I s'pose a man could dive from ther top of one right away, but as I didn't feel that I was born 'to do hard
of them cliffs all right; then ther other part of ther name work I started this whisky mill. I called it Diamond DiYe,
could be put to it," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, grinning. after ther place. I'm Bully John an' I'm a real dandy
"Or there might be a saloon there that is called a dive," at about anything that's goin'. Now then, Young Wild
West, what do you think of Diamond Dive?"
suggested Jim Dart.
"Oh, it's all right," replied our hero, in his cool and
"Well, the only way to find out why the place was named
Diamond Dive is to ride on down there, I suppose," and so easy way. "But how does it happen that you know me?"
"Well, I met you down in Yuma once. Maybe you don't
saying Young Wild West started his horse forward to deit, 'cause I never had anything to say to yer at
remember
the
of
bottom
the
to
ran
that
trail
scend the winding
ther time, but I sartinly seen yer there, an' all of the rest
ravine.
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of them what's with yer. I know you're ther Champion
Deadshot of ther West, an' that it takes about fourteen men
ter scare yer, an' even then they don't scare yer much. But
I sorter reckon that you made a little mistake in comin'
here."
"Oh, I guess not," and Wild looked at him, laughingly.
"I think we'll get away, all right."
"Ma.ybe yer will, an' maybe yer won't. Accordin' to
what Jack Gore, ther Boss Desperado of Diamond Dive,
says, I hardly think yer will. You sorter treated him
mighty bad, from ther looks of him."
"\Vell, he will get worse than that if he interferes with
. me again. But say, Bully John, are all the men in Diamond Dive desperadoes?"
"I reckon that's what every galoot here calls himself,"
was the quick reply.
"Well, how many of you axe there?"
"Ther last time we counted up there was jest thirtyeight, an' every man is proud to be called a desperado.
That word desperado comes from ther Mexican, or some
other confounded language, I reckon. But it sorter struck
us as bein' a putty high soundin' 'v.ord, so we adapted it.
When you're lookin' at these men you're lookin' at . ther
desperadoes of Diamond Dive. We're all here, 'cept Jack
Gore an' his right bower, which is ther two what you met
back on tber trail. You shouldn't have come here, Young
-~-......,..,_.1d West."
"Well, I don't know as we would have come here i:f we
hadn't seen the sign at the mouth of the defile back on
the Tombstone trail. But since we are here I guess we
will stay until we get ready to leave. I suppose you have
no objections if we pitch our camp somewhere around
here?"
"Not a bit! Go ahead. Stop anywhere you like."
The man laughed as he said this, and then several
joined in with him, as though they thought it was all a
·
big joke.
taken a look around
had
he
"I suppose," said Wild, after
him and selected what he thought would be a good spot
to stop at, "that you mean to make it warm for us."
"Oh, we ain't sayin' nothin' now about that," the owner
of the e.aloon answered quickly. "I jest told yer that yer
made a mistake in comin' here, that's all."
"You say there are thirty-eight of you here?"
"Yes, that's jest ther exact number of us."
"Well, if you attempt to interfere with us while we are
llere there will be a whole lot less than thirty-eight when
we get through with you. You hear what I say! Now
then, open up your game just as soon as you feel like it."
As the young deadshot said this he jerked both revolvers
from his belt and held them out so the crowd could not
fail to see them.
Cheyenne Cha1lie quickly followed his example, and then
the girls unslung their rifles and leveled them toward the
desperadoes, as they seernecl pleased to call themselves.
"Why don't yer begin?" J:4e young deadshot asked, as
he smiled at them. "You might as well start right in
now, for I ln1ow quite well that it is your intention to clean
us out."
Then there was a deathly silence.
The villainous gang standing about looked at each other,

while some of them shrugged their shoulders and moved
their feet uneasily.
"See here!" said Wild, raising his voice. "I'll bet a
hundred dollars there is not a man in the crowd who dare8
to lay his hand on the butt of a gun. Who wants to take
me up?"
There was no reply.
The young cleadshot waited for a fu11 minute, and then
he gave vent to a laugh.
"You're the sickest lot of desperadoes I ever saw," be
declared. "Why, there is not enough sand in the whole
bunch of you to make a scratch on a picture frame. Desperadoes! Ha, ha, ha!"
"Wow, wow!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie, who was just
itching for a fight. "Whoopee, whoopee! I'd jest like to
see ther galoot in this crowd as dares to touch .:,;~
11111• .--.:.;l""llp~
Where in thunder is ther Boss Desperado, ai:r:\tlow:
ther one I'd like to git a shot at."
But neither Jack Gore nor the man called 'T'om chose to
make their appearance just then.
Knowing that he had them thoroughly cowed for 1.hc
time being, Young Wild West now turned his horse anc1
calmly rode over to the spot he had picked out as a suitable
one to pitch their camp.
But Charlie and Jim took care to keep a watch behind
them, for they did not know how soon something in the
line of treachery might be shown by the desperadoes.
CHAPTER III.
IIOP WAKES UP THINGS AT THE SALOON.

~ ' where
Young Wild West took care to halt at a
there would be an excellent chance of defending themselves in case the desperadoes went so far as to make an
attack.
So many times had they been attacked by villains while
in camp that Wild always mad~ it a point to see to it that
there would be a chance for them to offer a resistance that
would prove telling upon their foes.
Wild's partners always thought of 1.his, too, and as they
halted and dismounted Cheyenne Charlie gave a no<l of
satisfaction and said:
r chance~ fr,
"I reckon this spot will do, all right.
that we're gain' ter have a hot time of it wh1 e . ,,_.......,.._......
in Diamond Dive, an' we might as well fix ourselves for it.
That shaller cave under ther bank there will do might)
wen for. ther gals to git inter if that fe~ler called J ac:k
Gore undertakes to come here with his gang. But he won't
do mucp, not while we're looking at him. They're all n
mighty cowardly lot, as far as I kin see. I s'pose they've
had their own way so much that they've jest gone right
ahead till they've took ther notion that it was easy for 'em
to do as they pleased with anyone as come along. But I
reckon they'll find out that they can't fool us, eh, Wild?"
"Oh, I think they've found that out, all right, Charlie,"
the young deadshot replied. "I suppose we could just as
well have left the camp and gone about our business. Then
there would have been no trouble. But that is not my way
of doing business. When I find that there are bad men
who are anxious to get me I can't help staying where they
are to see how they will act. We'll stay here until the
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desperadoes, as they call themselves, will be tamed down a judge, and it is likely that superstition runs rife with "
little. Anyhow, we've as much right here as anyone else." them. Be ready to give them something good as soon as
"That's the way to look at it, Wild," spoke up Jim you get over there."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman smiled
Dart. "We have a perfect right to go a4ead· and stake out
blandly.
claims here, if we .feel like it."
He seemed to have forgotten all about his pain, too, for
"Well, I am not in the humor to do any prospecting
just now. We will just stay here and make it our business he straightened up and hurriedly got ready to leave the
to tame Diamond Dive, or the people in it, I should say." camp.
Jim was left in charge, as he usually was, and he was
The two Chinamen now b.egan unloading the packsatisfied with the arrangement.
perfectly
horses, and it was not long before the camp was beinohe was afraid to face any man in the mining
that
Not
t:>
shape.
in
rapidly put
The two tents were put up directly before the hollow camp, for Jim's bravery could not be questioned.
But he seemed to like the companionship of Eloise, especave the scout had spoken of, and with the big rocks that
ran out on either side of it, it certainly was pretty well cially as she was teaching him a great deal of what she had
learned at the public school she had attended in Minneprotected.
- ~a~ne ~ame there during the night t-0 surprise them sota before she calI\e to the Wild West.
Young Wild West and ·Cheyenne Charlie walked leisurely
tney ~it,'(&"1.J_C! .either have to crawl over the rocks at either
the saloon.
toward
was
ground
the
where
camp,
the
to
straight
come
or
sicre,
Hop followed on a little behind them, stepping along
quite level all the way to the sandy street that ran through
with the air of one who was of some importance .
the mining camp.
No one said a word to them as they reached the front.
......,,,__'iild knew quite well that the villains would not interthe saloon, but those before the door stepped aside and
of
fore with them so long as it was daylight.
them to pass in.
permitted
plainly.
quite
that
told
acted
The way they had
Wild knew very well that he was taking a considerable
As soon f!S the tents were put up Wing, the cook, proceeded to gather some dry brushwood that he might kindle risk, for if they were as bad as they tried to make out they
were they could easily have opened fire unexpectedly.
a fire t0 cook the evening meal with.
,
But he relied upon the impression he had made upon
There were plenty of dead limbs that had fallen from
'~
that
room
big
the
into
boldly
walked
so
and
tl1em,
get
to
matter
difficult
the top of the cliffs, so it was not a
used for a bar, as well as for lounging and gambling pur.
all the :firewood they would need.
,
Hop joined him in the work as soon as he had taken poses.
The boss of the place was behind the little counter himcare of the horses, and then it was not long before the :fire
self.
was blazing.
There were but few customers inside, th01.lgh several
--.,,~~1 not yet dark when the supper was over with,
fellows were seated on a long bench that ran
rough-looking
Diamond
the
and as our friends looked in the direction of
of the room and two were sitting at a table
end
one
across
gathcrowd
a
quite
was
there
that
saw
Dive saloon they
'
throwing dice for money.
ered there.
They all looked up as the three entered, and it was with ·
Some of the men had gone away soon after they left it
and pitched their camp, but they had returned now and no little surprise that they gazed at thein.
"Landlord," said Wild, in his cool and easy way, "I
were no doubt wondering what Young Wild West prowe'll have some cigars."
reckon
posed to do.
right," was the reply, and the proprietor promptly
"All
the
·
to
over
go
to
was
do
to
propose
What our hero did
before them.
box
a
put
the
set
to
occurred
had
nothing
though
as
saloon, just
Wild, Charlie and Hop each took one, and proceeded to
villains against him.
He knew that by acting in that way he would make them light them.
The young deadshot paid the bill, and then he coolly .
unders .~t he was not afraid of them.
_,.,_,..ome, Charlie," he said, "we'il take a walk over there surveyed the interior of the saloon.
"You must do a pretty good business here, boss," he
and see how things are going."
as he turned and looked at the man behind the
~bserved,
sugter
goin'
was
I
what
jest
That's
Wild.
"All right,
'
bar.
satisfaction.
of
nod
a
gave
he
as
retorted,
scout
gest," the
"Oh, yes," was the reply. "When ther <::amp was :first
"Me wantee go, too, Misler Wild," spoke up Hop, looking at our hero in a pleading way. "Me gottee velly started here ther boys allowed that they must have a
muchee pain, so be; me wantee lillee dlop ot tangle.foot." whisky-mill here, so it fell ter me to start her up. I don't
"What gave you a pain, Hop?" the boy asked, as he mind sayin' that there's about as much money in runnin'
smiled at the clever Chinaman. "Did you eat too tnuch a place like this as there ~s in diggin' an' wasl;in' for gol~1
dust. So long as ther boys are putty lucky I m bound to
supper?"
"Maybe so, Misler Wild; ,me gottee velly muc11ee pain, clo business. They've been mighty lucky of late, so I'm
doin' mighty well. But say ! I'd like ter ask yer a quesso be."
"Well, you can go. Maybe you will be of some help in. tion, Young Wild West."
"All right; go ahea.d. I'll be ready to answer it."
showing the men over there that it won't be good policy
made yer come here to Diamond Dive?"
:'What
for them to interfere with us. If you show them two or
that a11 you want to know? Well, I'll tell you.
is
"Oh,
considerable
have
will
they
three of your mystifying tricks
1
our way to T'ombstone, and we 11appmicd to
on
wrrc
o
W
should
I
lot,
ignorant
YCIJ
a
are
They
yo11.
for
t
·:
l'Cf:.f
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see the sign that was posted at the encl of the defile. It before him, while the proprietor examined the coin and
~truck us all as a little peculiar, so it was from mere clropped it into the drawer behind the bar.
Hop swallowed his drink, and then he slowly walked 1.o
curim~ity that we decided to come here. B'ut I don't il1ink
this is such a bad place as the one who painted that sign the center of the room.
Wild and Charlie knew very well that he was getting
tried to make out." We have been in worse places than
ready to give one of his peculiar performances. though
Diamond Dive."
"Well, the place is all right," the proprietor admitted. they did not act as though they were at all interestecl.
The clever Chinaman acted as though he were in deep
"But it seems that we've got a set of men here who are all
thought
for the spa.ce of a minute, and then he sud.rtenly
of ther same mind. They made up their minds that they
drew·
from
his pocket what appeared to be a half-burned
was goin' ter run things ther own way, an' they've been
candle.
doin' it ever since they started. There's been quite a few
He gave a nod and then called out loudly:
to come here what don't agree with 'em, an' they've either
"Evelybody watchee ! Me velly goodee shot, so be. Me
turned up their toes or quit and looked for some other
place to locate in. I will say that ther boys is what might showee you nicee lillee tlick."
Stepping over to a corner of the room where ther·e was 1
be called a putty bad lot. They call themselves ther Desperadoes of Diamond Dive, an' when they once git started an old-fashioned clock setting on a sheH, he carefu U
placecl the candle on top of the clock, and then st · 1g ?
you'll think they're desperadoes, all right."
"Whet does a fellow have to do to start them?" asked match, lighted it.
As soon as the flame showed he stepped back about ten
the boy, just as though he was· innocent and looking for
feet
and pulled the old-fashioned six-shooter . he always
information.
carried from one of the many pockets his loose-fitting co·- -"--'
The bo..."S of the saloon shrugged his shoulders.
contained.
This question seemed to perplex him.
Having heard his voice those outside began crowding in
Before he could make a reply Jack Gore, who had called
now.
himself the Boss Dllsperado, came in by the back way.
Something was going on, and they wanted to see what
He was followed by the man who had been with him
it was.
when he met our :friends at the edge of the desert strip.
"Evelybody watchee !'' called {'IUt Hop, ns he raised his
It was evic'!rnt that neither of the two villains expected
rrrnher. "}fo allee samec shootec and puttee outtee um
to S<:e Young Wilcl We t in the place, for they halter} in'candle, so be. Um clock Rtoppec at um same timce.
stantly and acted as though they did not know whether to
Evelybody watchec ! Me velly smartec Chince !"
, come on or go back.
Then he raised the big revolver and pointed it toward
"Good evening, l\1r. Gore," said Wild, in his cool a11d 1.he clock.
rasy way. "Don't be alarmed. We are not going to hurt
He waited fully ten seconds, and i.hen just as he, '<h L t<·
you. Come right on in."
flame of the candle give a peculiar sputter i1c pulled the
"I reckon I ain't alarmed .an~·," the desperado returneo, trigger.
trying to he cool and making a failure of it. "v\lbat hapBang-bang!
pened 011t there on ther trail don't say that I'm a £ourA double report rang out loudly, and tile clock fell from
flnsher, or anything like that."
the sl1elf with a crash.
"I didn 'i say so, Gore. But you acted rather peculiar
The room was filled with Fmoke instantly, too, and yellwhrn you saw us, and I thought maybe you might take a ing and pushing thof'e inside tried lo get out.
notion to go out, thinking that you were not wanted here."
"Hip hi!" shouted Hop, as he ran back to the door.
"Oh, no, it wasn't that, Young Wild. West. You mustn't "'Me makee allee samee velly goodee shooiee, so be. Ilip
think I'm a bit afraid of you. You sorter took me by sur- hi l Hoolay !"
pri. e when you knocked me from my horse, but that don"t
The proprietor stood as if transfixed.
say that I'm afraid of yer. T happen to be one of them
He could see the Chinaman before him'; '!tu' ~ 1 re was
kind what knows when it's best ter take waler. Anyone so much smoke that he could not sec anything uiort• cc'"""""-._
as knows enough for tilat generally lives about ther full the moving figures of the men as they tried to get out of
length of his life."
the place.
"Well, you have got that pretty nearly right."
Wild knew very well that the Chinaman hacl done quill'
(fore now stepped 1..o the other end of the bar, followed enough to start a row, but since he had told him to i;,liow
by the man called Tom.
them something startling he, of course, meant to stick to
The two were served with drinks by the boss, and they him.
11aid no further attention to our friends.
"Take it easy, everybody!" he called out. "No one is
Hop now thought it about time to give some sort of an hurt. Our clever Chinaman, Hop, has just performed a
C}.?};].ibition to make the men of Diamond DiYe wake up.
magic trick, that's all. Don't get alarmed. Come on back.
But he had not been supplied with ~is tanglefoot yet, 'Ihe smoke will soon be out."
sv he laid a half-dollar on the bar and said:
The boy's words had the effect of quieting the men.
"Me likee havee lillee dlink, so be."
It did not take long £or tile smoke to get out of the
"All right," the proprietor retorted. "Yer kin have it. building, since there were a couple of open windows, and
What do. yer want, whisky straight?"
when the crowd came surging in again they saw that the
"Me takee lillee tanglefoot, so be."
clock was broken into pieces that were scattered all over
There was a nod and then a bottle and glass were put: the floor.
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The proprietor saw this too, an<l a frown showed on his
brow.
"'l'hat was sartinly a good shot you made, heathen," he
f'aid, as he looked at the grinning Chinaman. "But you lrnvc
clone a mighty bad piece of business. That clock;. was thcr
only one in Diamond Dive, an' I prized it a whole lot. It's
goin' ter cof't yer fifty dollars for that good shot of yours."
"Lat allec light," was the cool reply. "Me pay velly
rnuchee <Jlliekce."
'n1e faee of the boss lighted up instantly.
'l'he fact was that he told a lie when he said it i.vas the
only clock there was in tire mining camp, for he had an:
othel' that was much better in the back roon1 off the bar.
To get fifty dollars for the one that had been destroyed
+rr ~!9 be like picking up money, so to speak.
coolly counted out the money and slipped it
But'"'
over to him.
"That's all right, heathen," observed the owner of the
place, as he pocketed the money. "Now then, I'd jest
"11ke ter lmow how yer managed ter do that."
Those who had seen the performance could not understand it.
While the most of them remembered having heard two
reports that blended into one, they could not understand
how it was that the clock had been blown to pieces in that
manner.
If they had known that concealed in· the piece of candle
was a smaU dynamite stick they would have understood all
about it.
But they did not, nor did Hop mean to let them know it.
But such was the case.
-----n-was not the shot Hop had :fired that did the damage,
for there was nothing in his weapon- but powder.
When he saw the :fizz of the fuse he- :fired, and though
he did not hit it exactly, it was quite sufficient to make
them believe that his shot had done the business.
The man who was employed b)' the boss to clean up and
help with the work in the saloon got a shovel and broom
and swept up the remains of the clock.
•
When this had been done Hop pulled a big brass watch
from one of his pockets and laid it on the bar.
"Lat um vell11 nicee watch," he said, nodding to the
proprietor. "Me puttee um watchee up where um clock
was, an~j~~>1oung Wild West allee samee shootee it. He
tlamp1on deadshot, so be, and he showee you whattee
. . . - - _ . . -d
he do."
This was a little unexpected to our hero, but since the
Chinaman had proposed it he was ready to give an exhibition of shooting.
Of course the desperadoes were all anxious to see an
exhibition of that sort, for by this time they had all heard
about the Champion Deadshot of the West.
Most of them thought that the Chinaman had made a
wonderful shot when he destroyed the clock and caused
the piece of candle to entir~ly disappear.
Hop took pains to show them that the watch was..,ticking,
and then he lost no time in stepping over to the corner,
where the clock had Leen resting upon the shelf.
Then he quickly slipped a piece of siring through the
ring of the timepiece, ancl letting it hang a few inches from
his fingers, he called out:
",\llee light, lllifller "'ild; me lcacly. ''
1
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CHAPTER IV.
HOP GIVES 'l'IIE DE/'\PERADOES ANO'l'l!ER SURPRISE.

Young vYild '''est knew exactly what the clever Ohinaman wanted him to do.
It 1vas Hop's desire that he should shoot the watch while
he held it suspended by the string.
Coolly walking to a spot from which he might shoot
'ithout running the chances of injuring anyone in the
room, the young deadshot drew one of his reYolvers.
Hop had raised his hand aboYe his head now. and wit.Jt
his left hand he was steadying the watch so it might not
swi11g.
"That's all right," said Wild, as he gaYe a noel. "Just
light a match, Hop."
The Chinama-n looked a little surprised, but lo&t no time
in doing a-she was told.
"Now hold it S<l I can see that string. I reckon T'll
clip that in two first. If you are quick enough you can
catch the watch before it hits the floor."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the Celestial answered,
quickly understanding what was meant.
Then he turned aside to the boy and held· the watch su
it hung downward, while the flame of the match was
Ji:cdly bf'hiud the &tring to which it was attached.
Our hero could see it plainly now, and up went his revolver.
Then down it came on a line witn the slender string that
hung suspen_ded from., the Chinaman's fingers.
Crack I
The sharp report rang out and the watcl:t droppecl toward th~ floor.
But so quick was Hop that he caught it before it atruck.
Then he bowed to the lookers-on, just as though it was
be who had performed a very wonderful feat, and t11en
proceeded to show the watch to everybody in order that
they might see that it was still ticking.
"Lat velly goodee watchee, so be," he declared. · ":Me
lettee Young Wild West shootee um hole through, and len
me fixee velly muchee quickee. Evelybody watchee !"
Back he went to the corner, and this time he held a
.short fuse and string in his :fingers and let the watch hang
bllt a few inches below.
He did not light a match thia time, for tl1ere was a fiaming oil lamp hanging near at hand and 'Wild could see the
shining object very well.
Everyone else could see it, too, and there was no orn'
there who thought it was a different watch from the onr
the Chinaman had showed them.
But it was, jusf the same.
What Hop was now holding up was an old battered tirnepieee that was 80 much out of order that it could not po.'siblv tick.
Ilr ha<l cleverly changed it for the other.
"A re you ready, Hap?" Wild calle"d out, as he threw up
his gun.
"Me allee samee leady, Misler Wilcl," came the reply.
Crack!
Thia time the watch went up against the side 0£ tl1e
hnilding heaYily and then dropped to the floor.
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joinder, though the ruffian was quite as much interested as
any of the rest at what was going on.
"Allee light. Maybe somebody else all<'e samee holdee."
"I will." spoke up the proprietor of the saloon. "I'll
clo anything to help yer along in this wonderful trick of
yours. You're gain' ter fix that watch ;;o it goes ag'in,
an' you're goin' ter do it by magic; so yer say."
"Lat light. You guessee velly muchce light um fui:.t
timee."
'l'hen the man took the watch and after weighing it carefully in his hand, said :
"She's in th er handkerchief, all right, boys. Now then,
let's see him do what he said he would."
Hop motioned him to come closer to the table, wh~ch
he did, and then looking at him he said:
"You holdee velly muchec caleful; no R •
hardee; no lettee dlop."
"Oh, I'll be careful about it," was the reply. "Go
ahead."
Hop now arose and began making some mysterious Jrill-~'
tions, while he looked at the handkerchief that was wrappe<1
around the watch and in the hand of the saloonkeeper.
Then he proceeded to mutter something in his own language, and looked at the ceiling.
'rhis done, he suddenly sat down and brought both hand!<
doWJt ur.on the table hard.
"Allee light!" he exclaimed. "lUe :fixee um 1ratchee.
You lookee, boss."
It was quite evident that the saloonkeeper did not bl'lieye that the watch. had been :fixed, but he lost no time in
unwrapp_ing the handkerchief from: it.
As he brought it to view his ~yes opened and '
gave a gasp of astonishment.
Sure enough, there was the watch perfectly intact.
He looked at it for a moment, and then cautiously placed
it to his ear.
It was ticking, all right.
There was no mistake but that it was going.
"Boys, he sartinly fixed it," he said, solemnly, as he
looked around at the crowd. "That's about ther greatest
thing I ever seen done."
"Me Yelly smartee Chinee," spoke up Hop, just as though
that would explain it all. "Me do almost anytling, so be.
If me tellee you lis shanty allee samee .fallee "lown in pieces,
you bcttee lat it will do it. Maybe when me a i e .,.-""'1•- -!.!
gittec plenty full me makee um shanty go allee piece;;."
"Hol,d on!" cried the owner. "I don't h."11ow whether yer
could do that or not, but just don't try it, please. I don·t
want my shanty to be wrecked. Don't do that, heathen."
"Allee light. Me no do it, so be. Me only havee lillee
joke. But if me wantee do, me makee go pieces velly
muchee quickee."
"Well, I ain't sayin' yer can't, but I would rather yer
wouldn't do it."
"Allee light. Now evelybody lookee at um watchee."
Everyone wanted to ~ee it, as might be supposed, and in
a few minutes the curiosity of all had been gratified.
"Now len," said Hop, as he took back the watch and
looked at the owner of the establishment, "you wantee buy
um watchee ?"
liaid:
"I'll give yer ten dollars for it," was the quick reply.
"You holdee um watchee."
Hop shook his head.
"I don't want nothin' to do with it," was the surly re-

Hop quickly picked it up and went around the room
from one to another, showing them that the lm11et had
gone almost entirely through the watch, bending the little
w11eels and pinions into all sorts of shapes.
Some of these were sticking out so they couhl be seen.
"Ther boy put the :finishi~' touches to that ticker," observed the saloonkeeper. "If I heard arigllt, :ver said yer
was gain' ter fix it an' make it go ag'in, heathen."
"Lat light," and Hop nodded and smiled at him. "Me
:fixee Yclly muchee quickee."
"Well, I'd jest like ter see that done."
Hop declared the same thing, and after everyone had
seen that the watch was a hopeless wreck they crowdecl
around the Chinaman, who now took his seat at one of
the t::ibles near the center of the room.
Of course the remarkable shooting our hero had done
was quite enough to make them uncler~tand that he was
entitled to be called the Champion Deadshot of the We~t.
But they almost forgot that part of it in their eagerness
to see what the Chinaman was going to do.
It was only natural that they should be interested in such
a "!bing, for the very fact that a watch that was running
and kE:'eping time should be shot at seemed rather surprising to them.
But the Chinaman declared that he was going to :fix it
ery quicklJ, and they wanted to see him do it.
Hop placed the wrecked watch near the center of the
table, and then• calied for a bottle of whisky.
The boss thought nothing strange of this, so he quickly
obliged him.
After seeing that the bottle was nearly full, Hop poured
a few drops upon the watch.
Then he calmly put the bottle under his coat and h~t it
clrop into one of the pockets that were there.
"Hold on!" spoke up the saloonkeeper, "I reckon you've
made a little mistake. That bottle goes back behind my
bar, unless you want ter pay for it."
"Lat so!" exclaimed the Chinaman, as though he really
had made a mistake. "Me forgittee. Me allee samee
tlinkee lat my tanglefoot."
Then he calmly pulled a bottle from under hisr coat and
passed it over to the boss.
The man did not take the trouble to examine it, since he
surely thought it was the one he had brought from behind
the bar.
He put it back upon the shelf and then returned to
watch the Chinaman :fix the watch.
Hop now drew the yellov.1 silk handkerchief he always
used to help him with his magic tricks fro'm one of his
pockets, and shaking it out to show all hands that there
was nothing in it,' he said:
"Now len, you watchee. Me :fixee um watchee velly
quickee, so be. M:e velly gleat magician."
Then he took the broken watch from the table and proceeded to wrap it up in the handkerchief.
\Then he bad done this he looked around at the faces
before him, and picking out no less a personage than Jack
Gore, the Boss Desperado of Diamond DiYe, he nodded and
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"Lat watcbee allee samee worth more lan ten dollars, so You can't do it squarely, so there is no use in winning the
man's money. He has not the ghost of a show with you."
be," be declared. "Me tellee you wbattee me do."
"Why, how is that, Young Wild West?" the boss asked,
"Well, what will yer do?"
at the boy in surprise.
looking
to
willing
The proprietor of the saloon evidently was
you just saw how he made out that he fixed the
""\Yell.
offered.
had
he
what
than
give a little more
you?" Wild answered.
didn't
watch,
dollee
fifty
you
givee
samee
allee
me
ago
while
"A lillee
to pay for um clock me bleak; now len, me puttee up um · "Yes, I reckon I did."
"Well, you must know that it was impossible to fix that
watchee and you puttee up um fifty dollee. Len we
chuckee dice to see who takee. Me allee samee sport, so watch after I had put a bullet in it."
"It sartinly looked that way; but he fixed it, though."
be."
"You ought to know better than that. Hasn't it ocsomeI'm
"By ginger, I'm with yer, heathen! I reckon
to you that probably it was another watch that I
curred
too."
wbat of a sport,
t:hot at, and that he changed them by aid of his clever"Allee light. Fetcbee um dice."
As the man turned to get the dice Hop's hand slipped ness ?'~
"Well, it might have been that way."
into one of his pockets, and when it came out, unobserved
"Well, if he could do that, why couldn't he beat you
'~?P,e there, it contained two sets of dice.
dice? He's a sleigbt-of-liand performer. If you
throwing
One~ was larger than the other, and they were triclt
with him he will win all the money you have
clice
throw
sixes.
and
fives
dice, ·since the spots upon them were only
1
is why I told him not to throw any more. I
hat
'1
.
.
got
cup
the
and
establishment,
the
to
The dice belonging
hope you unc1 er~ t:md now?"
containing them Roon appeared on the table.
"I r9ckon I do,'' and the saloonkeeper gave a nod.
C----H op rolled them out in an offhanded way, and quickly
saw that the smallest set he had concealed in his hand "Much obliged toyer. I won't chuck with him. I reckon
I don't want ter stack my money up ag'in no magician."
would about match them.
"Go ahead an' chuck with him, Bill,'' spoke up Jack
That was all he wanted.
"We'll watch him, an' if we see him cheatin', someGore.
his
in
back
dropped
quickly
were
ones
,. The three larger
one will put a hole through him."
.
pocket.
"Ile won't get a hole put through him, then," said Wild,
"How· you chuckee?" lrn asked, smiling at the bosP..
coulh aR he no<lc1ed to· the villain. "None of you wou~ ""
"One chuck an' count ther spots,'' was the reply.
be able to catch him cheating, l think. But if it happened
" 1\Ilce light; you go ahead and chuckee."
that you did he wouldn't get a hole put through him, anysaloonkeeper
the
and
"Well, I ain't afraid to lead off,"
not since I have told you he was a sleight-of-hand
how;
good
a
them
gave
and
cup
the
in
dice
the
fJUickly placed
performer."
shake.
The Boss Desperado muttered something and stepped
,..._.....,._,'ftmil he rolled them out upon the bar.
"Fourteen!" he exclaimed, jubilantly. "I reckon you back.
It was evident that he was very bitter against the young
have got to do some tall throwin' tu beat that, heathen."
and his friends, but his fear held him in.
c1cadshot
samee
allee
"Me
"Lat allee light,'' was the bland reply.
to let things go as they are," declared the
satisfied
"I'm
lat
more
dollee
:fifty
you
bettee
Me
Chinee.
Yelly smartee
proprietor. "I'm only fifty dollars out, anyhow, 'cause
me beatee you thlow."
The proprietor of the Diamond Dive saloon was certainly that clock wasn't worth :fifty cents."
Then he laughed, just as though it was a joke when he
too much of a sport to resist the temptation.
"All right," said he, quickly producing the money. "I'll declared that the clock was· the only one in the mining
take yer. Then after you have chucked I'll bet yer :fifty camp.
"Maybe ther heathen might be able to :fix ther clockdollars ten times that yer don't beat twelve each tlme yer
so smart,'' suggested one of the desperadoes, with
he's
heathen."
fourteen,
than
better
somethin'
That's
throw.
something like a sneer.
· "Allee li ht. Waitee till me chuckee lis timee."
" You fetchee allee pieces here and puttee on um bar, and
~'--""~up-ccn:oo51ly gathered up the dice, but took pains to drop
me fL'<ee velly muchee quickee,'' spoke up Hop. "Me
the three trick ones into the cup.
He ~hook them and rattled them about for a second or rnustee havee allee um pieces, so be."
"I reckon it would be mighty hard work to find 'cm all,''
two, and then coolly rolled them out upon the table.
up the man who had cleaned up the wreck of the
spoke
"Seventeen,
lookers-on.
the
of
"Wow!" exclaimed one
clock and thrown everything outside. "No one could sarby ginger!"
Sure enough, tho clever Chinee had rolled out two sixes tinly find Jem to-night, anyhow."
The subject was not pressed further, so Hop now calmly
and a five.
But there was nothing really surprising about it, since drew the big r~ver from under his coat.
"Lis um velly ni~e,e gun, so be,'' he declared, as he looked
_
it really had to be sixes or fives to come up.
it, and patted it fondly. "Makee velly muchee shootee.
at
money
the
in
"Me winee !" cried Hop, as he scooped
killee seventeen Injuns in one shootee, so be, two wech
Me
under
disappear
to
them
caused
and watch and quickly
Me velly smartee Chinee."
ago.
his coat. '
Five of the -chambers were still loaded, and in three of
Wild knew verv well how it was that the Chinaman had
won, and not wi;hing to see him go ahead and fleece the them was a quantity of the powder that caused colored :fire
when ignited.
owner of the saloon, he called out:
"Hop, 1 reckon you had better not throw. dice any more. . One was red, one green and the other blue.
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Hop knew just "-here they were, of course, and lifting
the hammer he turned the cylinder so when he fiTed it off
the red fire would shoot from the muzzle of the weapon.
Having done this, he arose from the table and walked
over to the shelf upon which the clock had rested.
Making out that he was feeling for something there, he
placed a handful of gunpowder upon the shelf.
Then he went back to the table again.
The spectators were looking from the shelf to the China~
man now, wondering what was going to happen next.
Hop was not long in drawing a pack of cards from his
pocket, and then quickly selecting the ace of clubs from
it, he went back to the shelf and set it up directly behind
.
the little heap of gunpowder.
"Now len," said he, "me showee you how me hit um
ace of clubs, so be. Evelybody watchee !"
He was not more than teu. £-eet from the card as he
raised his weapon.
Hop was anything but a good shot,. but this time he was
very careful to take a straight aim, for he wanted to give
the de9):ler'adoes. another surprise.
Bang! ,
As the report sounded a stream of red fire shot from
the muz2lle of the weapon, straight to the shelf.
Of course it ignited the powder and there was a muffled
explosion that shook the shanty.
For the second time. that night the barroom was filled
with smoke and the men were hustling to get o.ut of i.t.. 1.
"Hip hi!" yelled the Chinaman. ''Nobod) be r•1laid.
·
Me hittee um ace of clubs, allee light."
Cheyenne Charlie broke into a roar of laughter, for the
antics of the Chinaman certainly appealed to him.
But his laugh was cut short, however, for two reports
rang out quickly from the doorway and he felt his hat
:move on his head.
"Ther galoots is af,t er us, Wild!" he exclaimed as he
dropped to the floor.
Our hero quickly followed his example, and then two
more shots sounded.
CHAPTER V.
THE DESPERADOES ARE SUBDUED.

Young Wild West knew that the desperadoes had accepted the chance the smoke offered them to get in some of
.their :fine work.
As he got close to the floor he could see much better than
he could beforE), since the smoke was slowly rising.
Crack!
Another shot was fired from the doorway, and then our
l1ero saw the lower extremities of a man.
The flash had shown through the smoke, and it was
easy for him to guess that the man he con1d see a portion
of had fired it.
Crack!
It was Wild who fired this time, and as tlw report rang
out a yell of pain sounded and the villain in ,t he doorway
went rolling upon the ground.
Wild knew very well that he would not bother them any
more, even though he had not been able to see exactly
where he was shooting.

But he made ·a pretty good guess of it, and he "·as 1<afofi ed th~ t the bullet found a spot that was close to the heart
of the desperado.
"Come on, Charlie!" he said, in a whisper. "We'll ruf'h
right out among them. It is our only chance. Maybe we
will get hit, and maybe we won't. But the fight is on now,
and we must shoot down every man who opposes us."
"Right yer are, Wild," came the quick reply.
Then they both crept forward quickly on their handf'.
and knees, and reaching the door bounded outside into the
·
darkness.
Someone had taken the precaution to put out the light
that had been burning outside, so it was difficult to observe the features of the crowd that was gathered around .
But their outlines showed plainly enough, and as our
two friends reached one of the big trees that shadeB + 1 "~
shanty saloon and got partly behin4 it, Yo1mg r.:d. West
called out sharply:
"Go ahead with ,your game, you sneaking coyotes. I
reckon you have not done any damage yet, so keep o
,,, .
trying."
Then there was:·a; short silence.
It was suddenly broken, however, by the crack of a
revolver.
The bullet chipped a piece -0f bark from the tree, and
.i
Wild felt a piece of it strike his face.
But he had been watching closely, and almost before the
ecbb of the report died out he :fired directly for where the·
fia.sh ca.me from.
A howl of pain sounded, and then he knew he had not
missed.
"Keep it up!" he shouted. "This is just the Aort of
work we take delight in. Let yourselves go, despe1 ' s.
When we get through with you Diamond Dive will he in
need of a new population. Every man who fires a shot is
going· to drop. Mark my words for that."
A.gain there was a silence, and this time a .pin coulcl
have been heard if dropped upon the ground anywhere
near at hand.
"You have got just two minutes to start 'up your game
again," the young deaclshot called out, in his co.ol and easy
way. "Then if you don't :fire, we will. You hear what I
say, you sneaking coyotes!"
Wild was now directly behind the tree, and Charlie was
crouching close behind him. ·
They were pretty well protected, since the tree wall , . ·.
a large one.
If it baa not been for it they would certainly have been
placed in a very bad position, since they would have to seek
snelter behind the shanty, and in that case the villains
would have been able to approach them from both" ways.
The fact was that the desperadoes feared Y aung Wila
West, anyhow, and that was quite sufficient to make them
go at it. in a careful way.
The N.onger they waited the more uneasy they became,
and fintilly. one of them called out:
"We'll call it off, YoU1lg Wild West! We ain't goin'
ter shoot any more. I didn't shoot, anyhow; but I~ve got
somethin' ter say about it."
Our two friend s Tccognized the voice of Jack Gore, and
since he wils the Ross of the Dc::;pcradocl", lie was n'o doubt
8pc,iking with a'tlthority.

,'1""
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"All right; ju10t as you like. I want you to understand so you and I may as well settle this ;thing right here. The
that we are ready to fight it out. If you mean to quit, just fact is that we want to stay here until to-morrow, some
time. You don't want us to stay, it seems. Now then,
walk into the whisky-mill again. Hurry up about it."
suppose we fight it out right here and settle the question.
That settled it, for the time being, anyhow.
you get the best of me your gang can go ahead and deffil
If
The villains lost no time in entering the barrnom, which
out my friends. If I get the be&t of you we are to stay,
w·as now quite free of smoke.
and not to be interfered ''1th by anyone in the camp.
Wild and Charlie did not know how Hop had fared.
It might have been that one of the bullets :fired by the That's a fair proposition, isn't it?"
"It sounds all right," spoke np the villain called. Tom.
1illains hacl dropped him.
But since they had not heard anything from him, they "But since you know very well that you kin lick Jack in
a fist fight, it wiH be an your own way."
felt that such was not the case.
~'Well, it need not be a fist fight, then,'' said Wild,
Unless he had been killed instantly they would surely
coolly. "I'll let the big fool name any way he wants to
have heard a cry.
Someone lighted a: lamp in the bililding, and then our fight. It matters not to me whether it is with bowie knives,
,
guns or clubs-anything at all will do."
friends were able to sw the men as they marched in.
~~ili)ast -one entered, and they were about to follow, a Nearly every man in the room turned his gaze upon the
leader of the desperadoes.
~ootstep IJ..lldcd behind them.
His face was very pale, though the marks of the blows
- "Me here, J\.'lisler Wild."
Wild had given him when they met at the edge of the
It was Hop Wah who spoke.
He spoke just in time, too, for Charlie had drawn his desert strip were plainly visible.
"Speak up, Jack Gore," went on the boy, as he tobk a
~ver on a line with h.im, and two seconds more would
step toward the center of the room. "I know you are all
have meant certain death for the Chinaman.
"Oh, you're all right, eh, Hop?" said Wild, in a low tone villains, but there must be the least bit of principle about
some of you. I have made a: fair proposition; it is for you
of voice.
"Yes, me allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply. "Me to accept it or decline it. What is it going to be?"
"I ain't goin' ter fight no duel, not when. I don't have
---;ffiee samee lun outtee um· back door, so be."
"iYdl_, then, we are all safe and sound. But for a min- ter,'' came the reply.
"W<'ll, then, what are you going to do? Are you going
ute it seemed as though we were going to get it. But never
keep up the fight? If you- are we will start right in
to
mind. Come on. \Ye'll go in there and find out how the
and see how many of you we can drop. Anything at
now
match."
·
shooting
little
the
after
feel
"' desperadoes
To enter the place again might have seemed extremely all will suit us."
Such bold talk as this, especially after what had hapfoolhardy.
:rls not so with Young Wild West and Cheyenne pened, was quite enough to increase the fear and uneasi-~
ness that was so pronounced among the crowd of vil.lains.
Charlie.
"Well, I'll tell you what I'll do," said Gore, after a
They both knew that in order to hold the advantage
"We'll call it off for to-night. To-morrow mornpause.
they hacl gained they must show the rascally crowd that
in' ·we'll settle ther difference that's come between us,
they were not the least bit afraid of them.
As they stepped inside they took note of the fact that not Young Wild West."
"All right. You shall have your own way about it.
a man had a weapon in his hand, though all seemed to be
•
What time in the morning shall we meet?"
rather uneasy.
about
difference
much
makes
it
suppose
don't
I
"Oh,
The man Wild had shot from the floor lay close to the
what time. But I'll be around here about seven o'clock, I
doorway, and there was no doubt but that he was dead.
But they paid no attention to him and coolly walked to reckon."
"Very well; that suits me.- I will bid you all goodthe bar.
Not until thPy j:J.ad reached the end of it, and had backed night."
Then the boy started for the door, just as though there
s~~ ., did they stop.
Hop remained standing in front of Wild and Charlie, was no such thing as danger in the place.
Hop followed him, and then CheJ€:5.ne Charlie, a rehowever, he leaning upon the bar, just as though nothing
in either hand, backed after them.
volver
had happened at all.
The scout was not going to trust them, and the least
"Well, gentlemen, how do you feel after the excitement?"
-0ur hero asked, in his cool and easy way. "It seems that move that was made to draw a weapon by any of them
our clever Chinaman gave you the very chance you were would have met sure death from him.
But the men remained silent, and as the three got outlooking for. He filled the place full of smoke, and then
they started at a quick walk for the camp.
side
some of you undertook to drop us. But you made a little
Charlie, it was pretty lively there for a little
"Well,
mistake. Instead of us being killed you lost two men.
our hero, as he looked over his shoulder
observed
while,''
anyhow?"
you,
strike
it
does
How
in the direction of the shanty saloon.
There was no reply to this.
"It sartinly was, Wild," the scout replied. "If it hadn ·t
Then Wild's sharp eyes caught sight of Jack Gore.
He was well in the background and stood leaning against been for your coolness, it would have been all up with us.
But you always act that way, an' that's what makes me do
the wall of the building.
right thing, I s'pose. I sartinly couldn't have go~
ther
"Come out here, Mr. Gore," the boy said, as a smile
that place if I'd been there alone."
of
out
gang,
played about his lips. "You're the leader of this

-
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"Well, I don't know about that, Charlie. You're
pretty good at that sort of thing, you know."
"Yes, I'm putty good when I've got you to lead ther
way. But this thing ain't over yet, Wild. There'll be
somewhat of a lively time in Diamond Dive to-morrow
mornin'."
"Well, I hardly think so," and the young deadshot
shook his head. "The majority of the Clesperadoes will
come to the conclusion, after they have slept over it, that
they had better let us alone, I think. Of course Jack Gore
will do hia level best to, get square with me. That is. certain."
"Well, ther best thing ter do with him is to put a bullet
through his heart at ther very first move he makes, Wild."
"Yes, I suppo~e that's right, but I think it will be better
to let him live. The more cowardly he shows himself the
less confidence his followers will have in him. When they
find their leader shows the white feather it is only natural
they will b.egin to think it about time to stop their highhanded work. But never mind. We will talk it over after
we get to the camp, and then when morning comes we will
know just about what to do."
The camp was only a short distance away now, and as
they reached it they found Jim standing there, revolver
in hand, while the girls were sitting near the tent, each
with a rifle.
ti Hello!" exclaimed the young deadshot, anrl then he
gaYe a laugh. "Did you think they were ftcr ns ?"
"Yes, Wild," Arietta answered, quickly. ", e heard the
shooting over there, and we have been waiting in anxiety
ever since. We thought you might have got in a tight
place, and that it was necessary for you to run to the camp
hare."
"Well, we were in a very tight place, Et," retorted her
young lover. "But I reckon we got out of it all right,
didn't we, Charlie?"
"We sartinly did," was the reply. "We went through
with bells on, an' no mistake."
Wild related all that had happened in the shanty saloon.
i'here was much to laugh about, but the serious part
of it caused the girls to look very grave.
"I don't blame you for the way you acted, Wild,"
Arietta declared. "Since we were bold enough to come to
this place, after reading the sign, it was necessary for you
to carry it through. But I fear we shall have no end of
trouble before we leave Diamond Dive."
"Well, let it come," replied the boy, his eyes fl.ashing.
"Every man in thi's place states himself to be a desperado.
That means that there is no show for an honest man here.
Such places should be wiped off the map. But we may be
able to get them without doing that. If the desperadoes
are taught a good lesson they might tame down a whole lot.
Then with a little new blood in the place it ought to boom
up in a different fashion. I would just like to see a few
strangers strike here to-morrow. I mean good, honest men.
The desperadoes would certainly start in to pick at them
right away, and then we would have good cause to tackle
them and give them what they deserve."
"That's right, Wild," the scout spoke up, nodding his
head approvingly. "If about a dozen of 'em passes in their
chips it will be easy to make ther rest understand that
they've got to act a different way from what they have been

doin'. It ain't likely that they're all so very bad, not when
it comes right down to ther point."
"I'm surprised to hear you talking that way, Charlie,"
his wife spoke up, quickly. "You always seem to be of
the opinion that any man who goes against you is no gooa."
"Well, I don't think any of 'em is much good, for that
matter," Charlie answered. "But there may be some good
in a few of 'em, yer lmow. What they want is a. few lessons
in what they oughter do."
"Well, that's right. You're getting to be quite an observer of human nature."
Charlie sa!d no more.
.
The fact that the camp was located in a spot that could
not be very well approached by anyone without the knowledge of those who were watching made them feel 1i'te at
their ease.
ic<1~~1;;<_..~
Though it was still rather early in the even,Wg- . t:>~ r- ,
cided that it would be a good idea for all hands to go to
sleep, except Charlie and Hop, who were to do guard duty
until midnight.
He no sooner proposed this than they proceeded to dr>.r. ~
No light was left burning at the camp, and it was not
long before all was as still as the grave in that vicinity,'
though an occasional shout and burst of laughter could be
heard from the saloon in the distance.
·.-..bot.-"-....
Though a good watch was kept all night, it had no
proved to be necessary, for never <Jnce did any of l . de.,,pcrad0€s sbow up anywhere near the little camp.
''
Just as the imn was rising all hands were up and stirrin{?
Young Wild West and his partners felt that the re: l
trouble with the desperadoes was soon coming, so they prcr
pared themselves to meet it.
While' they helped Hop in looking after the h ~•• ,,,,,,~......,.i':"'"'""-""!
set about to cook the morning meal.
As the sun got a little higher above the rugged chain
of mountains to the east its rays fell full upon the little
camp.
"This is certainly a nice morning," said Arietia, turning
to Anna and Eloise. "Everything is so quiet, too. It
hardly seems possible that we are at a mining camp that
is made up entirely of desperadoes."
"That's all right, Ei.," Wild spoke up, as he came along
in time to hear what she said. "Maybe there won't be so
many of them when we get through with them."
1

CHAPTER VI.
THE ARRIVAL OF THE PEDDLERS.

After Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie left. th •
saloon, followed by the Chinaman, Jack Gore walked over
to the door and looked outside.
He watched them until they were out of sight, and then
be walked up to the bar, and bring-ing his fist down heavily
upoh it, exclaimed :
"Set 'em up for all bands, Bully John. It's about time
I stood treat. I s'pose yer all think I'm a putty cowardly
sort of galoot, but I ain't. I want ter live about as much
as ' anyone."
"SaTtin, Jack," the fellow called Tom haRtened to say.
"We lmows that. We've all been in a streak of hard luck
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it seems. We ain't in ther habit of dealin' with sich as nicely my old man took th~r notion ter go further West,
so that knocked all my schoolin' into a cocked hat. We
Y.oung Wild West."
"I guess yer ain't, boys," the proprietor retorted, as he conw un We&t, an' when we located it was in a putty wild
searched about to find glasses enough to supply all bands. part of thcr Rockies, where there wasn't a &ehool within a
"He'& ther coolest lad I ever set eyes on. No wonder he's hundred miles. Neither my old man nor my mother could
got tber name of bein' a regular terror to evildoers. Why, reacl, so I studied what I could from an almanac an' ther
he kin scare lot'3 of folks by lookin' at 'em, it seems ter piece of an old book we had in our possession, an' that's
how I got my eddication. I'm what yer call a. self-made
me:"
"Well, he ain't scared me yet, anyhow," the Boss Des- mm."
The majority of the men present looked at him with a
pe:raclo declared. "Ther reason I acted ther way I did was
,
of admiration.
.sort
'cause I knowed he had ther best of me. It wasn't 'cause
While there was no doubt that he knew quite as much
I was afraid of him. When a man lmows a thing, he
as any of them, this did not go for much.
knows it!"
Bpt they were all willing to allow that he was the best
"That's right," and Bully John nodded.
I•'ailing to :find enough glasses to supply the demand he educated one of the lot, even to the boss· of the shanty,
- ~ dose to the bar tci fill up and drink, so the othe.rs wlio could count faster than anyone present, especially
when it came to figuring up what a. round of drinks cost.
might be 8-ti.pplicd.
Having expressed himself, Jaclc Gore now walked over t o
This they 'di<l, and when the last man had received what
was corning to him Jack Gore produced the buckskin bag the nearest table and sat down.
"Now then," he observed, as he made a sweeping glance
- ~took from it a small handful of gold dust.
"Just weigh that out, -John," he said. "I ain't got no about the room, "I'm je&t in ther humor to play poker.
Don't all speak to once, 'cause everybody can't play in one
money, but I've got plenty of this here stuff."
"All right, Jack," was the reply, and the saloonkeeper game, ye1 know. I want ter do somethin' ter sorter ease
lny mind a bit. I promised to meet Young Wild West at
eagerly took the dust from him.
He hacl a little scales behind the bar, .and he soon seven o'clock to-morrow morniil'. Afore tha.t time comes
around I want some of yer to have a hole dug in ther buryweighed up the pi.le.
" l'll allow yer jest twenty dollars for that, Jack," l,f ing ground under th er cli.ff. We'll ha Ye ther ground a
ready for Young Wild West an' his par<ls. Do you undersaid, tuming to the villain.
sta:µd that, boys ?"
" All right; give me my change in money, will yer !'"
· An affirmative answer came from several of them, so the
"Sartinly."
No doubt the rascally proprietor had made four or :fiye 1eader of the desperadoes nodded and looked pleased.
Bully John quickly provided him witlr a pack of cards,
~ 1 on the deal, so he was bound to be &atis:fied.
'rhere was not a great deal of change coming, but Ge>re and then it was not long before he selected four of the
men, who were probably closer to him than any o:L the
took it and dropped it in his pocket.
"Now then, boys," said he, addressing no one in par- rest, to join in the game.
Then other tables were soon occupied, and half an hour
ticular, and looking at the floor, "I want yei; to all understand that Young Wild West ain't to leave this ca,mp alive. after our friends had returned to their camp things were
going along nice]:\ 'at the saloon, and the proprietor was
·
I hope yer hear what I say."
Several of them took pains to tell him that they did, stea~ily taking in gold dust and cash as well.
Bu~iness kept up until well toward morning, and then
ancl then he went on:
"There's three gals with Young Wild West an' his pards, Jack Gore proved to be one of the last to leave the place.
His shanty was not far distant.
' - ai:i well as a couple of Chinamen. We ain't got nothin' in
ther way of women or gals in· Diamond Dive, so we'd bet- . He occupied it with Tom, who was really his right
Not until \ro::: three here. It seems that we ain't got a bOil'er, and the closest of all the friends he had in the
~~;;' eilner, so we'll keep ther two heathens, too. camp.
We might say right here that not all the men who called
But Yo't:mg Wild West an' his pards has got to shuffi'e o:ff
this mortal coil, as they say in· ther almanaa, or some other themselves desperaaoes were really of that stamp.
At least a dozen of them were willing to assume that
book-I don't know what it is."
"Shuflle off this mortal coil is good," nodded Tom, a grin they were, however, since by doing so they were permitted
showing on his face. "I've heard of that myself. But yer to remain there and proceed with their work, thus accumuJatiug the gold dust.
might jest as well say die, an' be done with it, Jack."
'l'hese men, it might be said, were getting along much
"Well, there ain't nothin' like havin' a flow of ther
American language at your command, yer know, Tom," better in the world than the others, even though they spent
and the Boss Desperado of Diamond Dive smiled just conslrlerable of what they earned.
They were saving some of what they took from the earth,
enough to make his swollen face look more hideous than
ever. "Yer see, I~ve got a little more eddication !lrnn you. j while the othe1~ sim1)ly were satis~ed to get what they ,
;
.
I went to School rugh on ter :five months when I hved back needed to buy hquor and gamble with.
.As soon as Bully John closed up his place he sought his
in Kansas. If l'd gone about three months more I reckon
room and went to sleep.
I'd have k:nowed as much ~s the teacher."
·ne knew very well that the man employed by him would
"Wl.y didn't yer go?" queried one of the miners.
"Well, thc.:r measles broke out jest about that time, an' have it open again as soon as it got daylight, so he had
I was 1took clown with it. Then jest as I was gittin' over it nothJng to worry him.
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Shortly after daylight the man was right on hand, and
as l1e swung the front door open and looked out the first
thing that caught his eye was a big wagon looming up at
the foot o:f the slope as it struck the diamond-shaped place.
Two mules were hitched to the wagon, and upon the seat
were two men.
The bartender, as we may as well call him, looked very
much surprised.
It was the first time he had eYer seen a new arrival
showing up that early in the morning.
He rubbed his eyes and looked again.
There was no mistake about it.
Two mules and 'a big wagon were certainly approaching,
while two men were sitting upon the seat of the wagon.
"Well, by ginger!" he ex.claimed. "I wonder where that
outfit come from so early in ther mornin'? Most likel_y
they've been travelin' all night. Maybe they missed seein'
ther sign that Jack Gore put up over on ther Tombstone
trail."
There was no one else stirring in the mining camp, as
far as he could see, so he stood in the doorway and waited
until the outfit arrived.
"Good mornin', strangers!" he called out, as the mu1es
came to a. halt. "You must have started mighty early to
git here."
~
"We did," answered the man who was driYing, as he
; tbrew down the reins. "But we didn't ha.ve very far te:r
come, yer know. We put up for ther night jest about half
a mile from here, never knowing that we was ao close to a
town. This morning I happened to get up mighty early,
an' as I walked up to ther top of a cliff an' took a look
around I seen ther shanties down here. Then I woke iny
partner an' we started over here without waitin' to git
breakfast. What place is this, anyhow?"
"If yer read ther sign on this shanty you'll find out
mighty quick what ther name of the place :is," retorted
the bartender, as he jerked his thumb in the direction of
the sign above his head.
"Oh!" said the other traveler. "Diamond Dive, eh?"
"Oh, .yer kin read, eh?" and the bartender looked a bit
surprised. "Well, you have got it right, stranger. This
is Diamond Dive. Yer didn't know it afore, eh?"
"Nope!" and both men shook their heads.
"Well, it's a mighty fine place, too, as you'll find out
when ther gang gits around."
"That's ther kind of a place we want, ain't it, pardner,"
observed the driver, as he smiled . .
"You bet," was the reply. "We've got goods ter sell, we
have. What ;ye want is to strike people that will buy 'em.
If this is a fine place there must be fine peoyle in it, an'
fine people is generally pretty liberal about buyin' ther
sort of goods we've got tel," sell."
"Peddlers, eh?" and the bartender looked a little curiouRly at the wagon.
"Yep!" the driver answered. "We've got about everything that a man needs, an' our prices is so low that we're
bound to sell the minute we show the goods."
"But we'll buy somethin' afore we try to do any sellin',"
spoke up the other man. "How about breakfast, boss?"
"You kin be 'commodated, if yon kin wait about 'an
hour," the bartender retorted.
"All rig-lit, that will do. We've got grub of our own,

but it sorter seems a little nice to set down to a table once
in a while. We'll wait. Come on in, Doc," and he turned
to his companion; "I reckon we kin git liquor with011t
waitin', all right." ·
"Oh, yes, we've got plenty of that," and the bartemler
turned arnl walked into the place.
Leaving the team standing before the shm .ty the hrn
men followed him, and the next minute they were leaning
oYer the bar.
They had no trouble in getting what they wanted, antl
when the~' had paid for it they proceeded to question the
bartender as to t11e population of the place, and what sort
of men there were living there.
He gaYe them all the information he thought wa s nerc·i'-sary, and wound up b~r saying:
"You'll find ther boys is all right, ns long a!l ' 11 fr<', t
'em right. Maybe they'll be a little rough wh,,ef they fir~t
see yer, but that'll an pass away, if yer don't gii. mad.,,
"Well, I guess we kin manage them all right," declared
tlie man called Doc, "won't we, Harry?"
"I sorter reckon we've been around minin' camps long
enough to know how to git along with almost anybocly,"
was the reply.
They soon went outside and unhitched the mules, and
when they had led them a short distance away and turned
them loose to get what they could to eat fro:m tlie Sparee
.growth of grass, they came back and busied themselves :in
the wagon for a while.
It was not long before they had quite a display at the
rear of it, since the back ha"d been lifted up and there wii.s
nd'W what looked to be a regular booth, such as are to be
found in many of .the stores.
, ,,.,..,.~......,._,
Clothing, hats, boots and shoes, cheap jewelry;· combs,,
soap, and different articles such as might be sold in a place
of that kind were displayed there.
The bartender walked out after a while, and when he saw
the display a broad grin came over his face.
"You sartinly have got a :fine outfit, strangers," he observed with a chuckle. "When ther boys sees that they'll
nigh about go wild. Jest wait."
He said the last in a rather peculiar way, and th~ two
men looked at each other, as though they were suspicicm~,-J
that_ things might not turn out altogether to their liking
when the "boys" saw their goods.
The bartender quickly assured them tlint f~ , • .~,.....,._,..... ~=_;;
would do a rousing business, so they went into- foe salom1
again.
It happened that Bully John had not slept Ycry well,
and hearing voices in the barroom he .arose and soon came
out.
H~ was in a rather bad humor, but when he found that
two peddlers had arrived in the early momi,ng he became
interested, and when he saw the line of things they had to
offer for sale to the mwers of Diamond Dive he actuall.v
smiled.
Probably he was thinking how the desperadoes would
clean out the wagon when they gathered tlwre a little lah'r.
Finding that the two strangers wanted breakfast he
hurried up matters a little, and it was not long befc..:e they
were escorted into the room that. served as a dining-room
and kitchen combined, and they were supplied with coffee
and eatables.
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Before they had finiahed tho meal two of the desperadoes
came along.
When they saw the wagon standing there, and the wonderful display, they were astonished.
Bully John quickly explained that he had two peddlers
as his guests, and that they were there for. the purpose of
selling their stock in trade to the miners.
Then one of the villains turned to the othe~ and said:
"We'd better go an' wake up Jack Gore."
"That's right," said the other. "Go right ahead an' do
jt. Git all ther lJoys around here. We'll haYe some fun
with them peddlers."
'I'en minutes later the two peddler" frn i~hed tl1C'ir brrakfo t anc1 came outside. .
'I'hc~y ~m iled when they saw that quite a crowd was col' b abl)ut the wagon.
11
The ~hn was now up, and the majority of those liYing
in the camp were awake and about.
" · 'T'lwy kept .on co¥1ing, one of the last being Jack Gore,
.
the Boss Desperado.
When he got there he walked up- to the display of goods
and proceeded to make a selection.
He clid not stop until he had taken samples of about
everything there was in the wagon, and then turning to the
two men, he S"aid :
''How much do jOU want for that lot?"
'rhe man called Doc quickly scanned the pi~e and tctorted:
"Twenty-one dollars, boss."
As quick as & flash Jack Gore whipped out a reYolver
~1:eling it at t4e ~an's heart, exclaimed: .
' ail it one dollar, an' you'll be allowed to hYe. Hurry
up, or you'll drop in your tracks."
"All right, make it a dollar, then," was the q11ick reply.
"That's ther way to talk. Ettranger."
Then the leader of the desperadoes looked at the crowd
1 and exclaimed:
"Now, boys, step up an' help yourselves. Every man
gits what be wants fol' a dollar. Ther first comes will be
th er first served'."
'rhe villains et up a y'ell and made a rush for the wagon.
Knowing that they had struck a very hard crowd, the
iwo peddler' . aid nothing, but with pale, anxious faces
thP · nt "'· ht> crowd fight for their stock in trade.
,," '" 1 L' dc1·amble was going on Bully John, who was
~timclin~ in the doorway of the saloon, happened to look in
the dir,.ction of the camp of our friends.
" Say, boys!" he called out, excitedly, "here comes
Young Wild West an' his pards I"
CHAPTER VIL
WILD STARTS TO

REFOR~f

TUE CAMP.

Young Wild West and his friends had finished eating
their breakfast and were just thinking about going over to
the Dirmond Dive Saloon, w11en a loud shout came from
that direction.
"Hello!" exclaimed the young deadshot, as he quickls
clambered upon a rock, so that be might get a view of the
place "I wonder what that means?"
CJ arlie 1nd Jim followPJ him quickly, arnl then all
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three saw a crowd of men gathered about a wagon that was
standing in front of Bully John's place.
"I wonder when that outfit got there, Wild?" the scout
asked, as he looked at the vehicle in surprise.
'·I don't know," was the reply. "It must have arrived
during the night, or else very early this morning. Suppose we go oYer and see what's the matter?"
"Sartin."
Of course Jim Dart was willing to do this, so all three
quickly came down from the rock, and after telling the
girls where they were going, started off at a brisk walk.
They were just about haH way to tlie s-pot when the
desperadoes made an attack upon the wagon for the pmpo~e of cleaning out the stock in trade of the two peddler!'.
Wild saw what was up right away.
"The rascally galoots are cleaning out the wagon, boys,"
he said, quickly. "We had better hurry a little."
Then they started on a run.
Before they reached the scene, however, the miners
quieted down a little.
Some of them took pains to get quite a little distance
from the wagon and remained silent, while others went on
throw:ing the things they had taken from the wagon ab.m t,
though not in a Yery sprightly way.
Probably they were doing it just to make Young W1ld
1 e•t understand, that they were not afraid of him, tho gh
the "aot was that they were very much afraid.
"WhaL's going on here?" Wild called out, in his cool
and easy way. "It looks as though you have started up a
picnic. Pretty early in the morning for anything like
that, I should think."
"Want ter buy somethin', Young Wild West?" asked
Jack Gore, putting on a· very bold manner, and acting as
though he was joking. "Here's two peddlers what struck
Diamond Dive this mornin', an' they've got a whole lot of
stuff to sell. Maybe there's something here that will jest
suit yer."
"If you fellows ke€p at it much longer it won't suit anybody," was the quick retort. "Have you paid the peddlers
;;et?"
''Yes, fhat's jest what we've done. Every man pays a
dollar an' takes what he wants. We've about cleaned wt
everything ther two had to sell. If you do any buyin',
you'll have to do it from some of us."
lieedless of tl1e fact that there were so many villains
there who were ready to kill him, the dashing young deadshot pushed his way forward, followed closely by his two
partners.
Neither of them had drawn a weapon, though they were
ready to do so at an instr.nt's notice.
They went on through the crowd of men to the back of
the wagon, which had been lowered down. to make a display
of the goods the two peddlers offered. for sale.
Clothing, boots, trinkets and everything else that had
been in the stock were scattered over the ground, where
those who had proved to be more timid than the rest had
dropped them when they ~aw our hero and his partners
coming.
It was easy for Wild to sec who the peddlers were.
They were standing close to the wagon, and their faces
"ere tlw 1>i1•tm~P of dismay.
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"So you sold out in a huny, did y-0u ?" Wild asked, as
He was not surprised to see three more men step from
he looked at them sharply.
the ranks and join in helping the two peddlers.
"We ain't sold a blessed thing, young feller," the man
"Any more?" he asked.
called Doc answered quickly. "The men here jest made
But it seemed that there were not.
a raid on us, that's what they did. They ain't paid over
'l'he rest of the gang no doubt meant tO stick! to Jack
a dollar."
Gore, their leader.
"Well, I thaught it was about that way," was the cool
"That's putty good," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, as he
reply. "Maybe you don't know that these men are callecl nodded toward those who had dared to go against their
the Desperadoes of Diamond Dive? They're a very bad lot leader. "Maybe Diamond Dive ain't sich a bad- place,
-sometime~. Why, the majority of them even want to after all."
kill me. What do you think of, that?"
"Oh, the place is all right," Jim Darf'quickly answered.
As the boy said this he turned quickly and caught Jacki "There are some mighty bad men living here, that's all.
Gore in the act of drawing a reYolYer.
But they will all be good by the time we leave, and don't
As quick as a flash Wilcl's hancl slid to his right sicle and make any mistake on that."
one of his revolvers flashed in the morning sun.
The merchandise was soon gathered up, and then sorrH>
Crack!
of those who had helped the peddlers insisted Qn trr.;
'llie report' rang out clear anc1 distinct, anc1 with a yell ening things out.
., J· '~
of pain Jack Gore dropped his revolver~ and clapped his
'l'he result was that in ten minutes after the arrhal of
our hero and his partners the cli'splay at the rear nf t.l
hand b his mouth~
"I reckon you weren't quite· quick- enough, you i:meaking waµ:on looked about the same as whe'.n the •two men had
coyote," the boy said-, coolly. "1 scraped the back of your opened up for business.
hari' with the bullet, a1l·right. 'I'he next time I fire at you
Of course a few things had been destroyed, but th€! loss
I'll \'ut it through the center of your heart!"
was but nominal.
Instead of the villain's friends making a move to take
\'{hen he saw that everything was pretty well straighthis part, they became very quiet, indeed.
enecl out, Wild pulled out bis watch.
~/ Though the shot bad certainly been a wonf!erful one,
1t '.acked but three minutes of S<'Yen.
the boy's coolness hacl more to do with subc1ub1g foe 1~e~- 1 "\\ell, Jack <-fore," he said, looking at the man, who h, d
peradoes than anything else.
bound a handkerd1ief about his wotmdecl hand and w1s
The fact was that the villainous miners could not quite leaning against the shanty near the door, "you said you
understand him.
would be around here about seven o?clock, so we coulcl
settle
the disagreement that came between us. I am hN" ·
The way he acted was certainly quite different from
' ... ••
so
we
may as well go ahead. Wliat do you propose t"o..:..L Uanyone they had ever met.
about it?"
Such a thing as fear did not appear to be within him.
"I ain't got notliin' to say, Young Wild West," came
Seeing that he had them just where he wanted them,
the
reply, as the villain shook hi;i. head in a dogged wa_v.
Wild dropped the revolver back into the holsler.
"I'Ye
found out that I can t depend Oit them what I
"It might be that some of you galoots will take a chance
thought
was goin' ier stick to me. You have got ther bPSt
shot at me pretty soon," he went on to say, in his cool and
of
it
jest
now. I ain·t fool enough to git out an' fi.glit
easy way. "Well, I'll tell you one thing. You want to
yer,
'cause
I know yer can lick me. Yer see I ain't offerecl
look out how you try it."
ter attempt that. '1.1hat don't show that I'm a coward,
There wa·s no reply to this, so Wilcl turned again to the
though, not by any means."
two peddlers.
"Well, it shows that you're a sneaking coward, and 1£
He lgig:w very well ' that Charlie and Jim were keeping you take that, you are certainly a coward. If I acted the
a strict i'1ltch upon those who might prove dangerous.
way I feel at this minute I would take you Jl'" he throat
"Strange1·s," said he, "I reckon you may as well start in and strangle the life out of you. But I wr '
"""" • .
and gather up your bfilongings. Maybe there are some here I happen to have the way o.f holcling my tent. out j'}11
who will help you. I really believe there are a few in the know. But you know what I told you a little while ago.
crowd who are ashamed of what they have done. We will The next time I take a shot at you it is going to be to
see about it."
kill. If I were one of the sort who believe in betting I
Then he shot a quick glance over the c:i·owd.
would lay a wager of a thousand dollars right now that
The result was just what he thought it would be.
you would be a dead man before the sun sets to-night."
One of the men came meekly forward and joined in helpThe words camed a thrill to go through the followers of
ing Doc and Harry to gather up their merchandise.
the villain,, and some of them twisted their feet about upon
He had scarcely started in when four others followed the ground uneasily.
his example.
There was a depth of meaning to what Young Wild West
~'hen three more came.
said, and there was scarcely a man there who did not be"Ah!" exclaimed our hero, smiling. "I was not mis- lieve that his words were coming true.
taken. There are a few here, who, if they had a good
Even the face of Bully J olm, proprietor of the saloon,
chance, might prove themselves to be decent sort of men. had turned pale, and somehow he could not take his eyes
There are eight of them, so I see. But,n and he again from the faoo of Young Wild- West.
flashed a glance at the crowd, "maybe there arc some more.
Finally he turned to Gore and said:
How about it?"
"Jack, I ain't in ther habit of givin' advice, but J wili
1
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"Yes, he calls himself Jack Gore, the Boss Desperado of
say that if I was you I'd offer an apology to ther boy.
You have seen, an' we've all seen that he's altogether too Diamo11d Dive. I'll bet he is .even thinking at this minute~
much for yer. There ain't no question but that he's .right, of a way to kill me, too. But he won't do 1t. You heard
speaking from a general standpoint. You an' ther rest of what I told him a minute or so ago?"
"YeR, we heard it, Young Wild. West."
us here in Diamond Dive kin git along jest as well as we
"Well, I really hope it does not come true; but I am
ever did, an' not interfere with Young Wild West an' his
:fricnc1R, either. Boys," and he turned his gaze upon the confident that it will. .Jack Gore will certainly try to
others, "you have heard what I've got to say. Come on in down me before the day is over, and wl1en he does try it
it will he the last thing he will ever do on earth."
an' I'll stand treat for ever~1 body."
'rhey all went inside now, and Wild and his partners
· A shout of approval went up from some of those who had
a cigar apiece from the landlord, who had become
accepted
but
merchandise,
their
up
gather
to
peddlers
assisted the
so generous all at once.
Jack Gore did not venture to say anything.
However, he was the first to enter the saloon.
Then the rest came in rather slowly, the last ones being
CHAPTER VIII.
those who had broken away from the leader.
"Come on in, strangers," said Wild, nodding to the two
HOP AMAZES THE PEDDLERS.
n7n-:;dlers. "The landlord is going to stand treat for everyYoung Wild West was absolutely certain that there was
,...J>. T at includes you fellows, of course. Nobody will
•
not a man among the desperadoes who would have the
it}\ your goods while you are inside."
iut~/
, "You're sartinly what I ca11 ther most wonderful young ncne to openly attack him.
The fact was that the nail he had driven the night be·
follcr I ever saw," declared Doc, as he unhesitatingly came
f0re was now clinchcc1, and he knew it quite well.
forward. "What might your name be, anyhow?"
"Well, I go by the name of Young Wild West, just be-1 Of course it would be necessary to keep a sharp watch
on Jack Gore and some of the others, for there were no
cauS{l I have no other to go hy."
"Is that so? Well, I can't say as I ever heard of you . doubt those among them who would not hesitate to kill
afore, but I will say that I never met a man, much less a 1him or his partners the moment they thought they would
boy, that's anything like yer. You have got a way about Ibe safe in doing it.
Tl 10 thing to do now WAS to weed 011t the very bad ones
yon that's most amazin', ain't that right, Ilany ?"
"It sartinly are," his partner spoke up quickly. "I was I from the rest.
It happened that it did not take long to do this, for
tryin' ter think of ~ome words to ioay that w.oulcl express my
shortly after drinking at the bar at the expense of Bully
fcelin's. But I s'pose amazin' will do it, all right."
T( n, Jack Gore started for the door, saying as he did so:
Then he nodded to our hero and added:
"Come on, boys."
'--_,..- ' v ~a whole lot obliged toyer, Young Wild West. I
As he rassed out our hero counted just thirteen men as
s'pose we would have been cleaned out of everything we
had if :rou haun't showed up jest as JOU did. But I don'& t: 1 ., followed him.
thiuk "that all these men are so bad, after all. There's /J~nt that was all. The rest remained in the barroom of
more mischief in them than there is badness. It struck the saloon.
"You are beginning to see things a little clearer than
tbem as bein' mighty funny to see us here tryin' ter sell
our goods, I s'pose, an' they thought they woulc1 clean us you <lid last night," he said, nodding to those who had
up, jest to amuse themselves. But if they had knowed that remained. "Well, I am certain yon are not making a misthcrc was nigh on ter .five hundred dollars' worth of goods take."
"Hooray for Young Wild West!" cried one of those who
that they was destroyin', an' that we've got somethin' les.<;
than two hundred dollars in cash to our names, they had been firsL to assist the two peddlers in gathering up
their merchandise.
wouldn't have done it."
He took off hi3 hat and waved it over his head, and then
"Well, I don't h""Ilow about that, stranger,'~ our hero
, ""fl'."Jt:tLJiuking his head. "I have an idea. that there a cheer went up, nearly every man in the room joining in,
·,.1.~ed m"-~ of them who would not have stopped until they the proprietor included.
Our hero bowed to them and smiled, and then he made
had. cleaned you out of all the cash you have got, too.
But you can bet all you're worth that they won't do it his way to the door.
He saw those who might be called the real desperadoes
now, for I am well satisfied that it won't be over an hour
or two before the majority' of the <l.esperadoes, as they of Diamond Dive heading off to the left, and he waited
~ecm pleased to call themselves, will be on yom side. Any- until he saw them go into one of the shanties that was not
how, I propose to stay here in Diamond Dive long enough far away from the saloon.
Then he came back and joined his partners.
to reform the camp. I may be considered fresh for making
happened that one of those who had remained. was the
It
It
that.
about
anything
care
don't
I
bu_t
assertion,
this
reems that I can't help trying to straighten out things man called Tom, who was supposed to be Jack Gore's right
when I find they are going crooked. It's a way I h.ave, bower.
As he found our hero looking at hiil)., Tom promptly
you know.''
"'l'here'i:; thousands as would like ter do ;;ich things, I'm stepped over and put out his hand.
"Will yer shake with me, Young Wild West?" he said,
putty sure," declared the man called Ilany. "You're lhe
onlv on<' I ever Fcen who could do it. So that man vou h1Jmbl~·.
"\\l1y. certainly," was the reply.
"
shot is the leader of the crowu, is he?"
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The grip the man gave him was a hearty one, and Wild and the result was that ten minutes later the two peddlers
were doing what might be called a rushing business.
returned it with interest.
Those who had considered it great fun to destroy the
"I want ter tell yer right afore thcr crmvl1 that I've reformed, Young Wild West,'' Tom Fa id, Rpcaking in a loud stock in trade of the two peddlers but a short time before
tone of voice, his eyes :fia~hing as the words rang out. "I were now willing to pay exorbitant prices for the things
never was sich an awful bad man, when it came right down they thought they needed.
Wild and his partners remained at the Mloon un.til !'CYto ther point. Rut I've liverl so long among them as alwnys done abont as they pleased that I sorter got hardenerl eral of the men outside thought it was about time that they
to it. You made an awful deep imprcFsion on me yisterrlay went to their work.
Our hero had cast an occasional glance in the direction
afternoon when you handled Jack ther way yer did. That
feelin' has kept on growin', an' this mornin' it bore fruit. of the shanty he had seen the fourteen desperadoes enter,
Hereafter I'm going ter be a square man. I'm goin' ter and he was satisfied that they were stiU there.
He knew quite well that they were probably talking it ~
be a square man, if I dies for it, Young Wild West. You
kin put that down as comin' straight from a man what over and trying to arrange a way by which· they might
exterminate him and his partners.
•
means what he says."
Of course they must certainly bear a grudge a ·
have
"I
answered.
deadshot
;young
the
"I believe you,"
no doubt that nearly every man here is of the same mind them for what had happened.
Finally the two peddlers found that there was na ic: _,,
as you, too."
use of trying to sell anything, since the m!J,fl ,. ., 01
any
"You can bet your life,'' shouted one of them, as he came
had left to go to work, and as they clooed up th¥
men
the
forward with· his hand extended.
the intention of starting in business again
with
wagon,
This was the signal for all of them to make a rush to
time that night, our hero ancr hiS,..two partquitting
after
shake hands with the boy, who had by his wonderful coolback for the camp. ·
started
ners
ness taught them that it was best to live on the square.
They found the girls and the _Chinamen wailchihg for
Bully John waited until they had all shaken hands with
·
rather anxiously.
them
our hero and his partners, and then he walked slowly from
· Arietta: asked,
Wild?"
out,
make
you
did
how
"Well,
behind the bar.
easily toll
could
she
for
anticipation,
with
glowing
eyes
her
"l ain't goin' ter be left out in ther cold," he said, as
had beenthey
that
partners
his
and
Wild
oi
looks
the
py
he bowed his head meekly before the young deadslwt.
successful.
quite
"Ain't yer gain' to take me in on this game, Young Wild
"Fine!" was the reply. "We have started a' genuine reWest?"
form at Diamond Dive. Eleven of the desperadoes have
"I certainly am," was the reply. "Shake! I knew when broken away from Jack Gore, and 1 kllo% they mean bu •·
I first saw you that you were not a bad man at heart.
ness, too."
You're engaged in business here, and it was necessary that
"I am so glad, Wild. I feared that it might be the la&,t
you should fall into the ways of those who supported you.'' of you when I saw you running straight for that crowd.
Then he shook hands with him, as did· the scout and We were watching you from·the top of that rock over there,
Dart.
however, and we soon· saw what you were doing. It is
It was really one of the grearest triumphs of Young Wild really wonderful."
West's life.
"It is about the greatest thing I ever saw you do, Wild," ~
He knew ·it-he felt it, and he was absolutely certain spoke up the scout's wife, as she looked at the dashing
that if it came to the point there was not a man in the young deadshot with admiring eyes.
.
for him.
crowd who would not stand
"Well, I don't know about that, Anna,'' he replied.
This virtually meant the overthrow of crime in the min- "You see, I never once feared that anything was going to
ing camp.
happen to me. That had a whole lot to do with it, probEven if those who had broken away from the Boss Des- ably. The fact that the men 'knew that I could shoot
perado would not take sides against him, they certainly mighty quick and straight caused them to be~a '1~ ...w
would not take any part at all.
I ' suppose; and when they saw how I was laying i,out
"Well, boys," said our hero, as he tossed a twenty-dollar them, they kept getting more so. until they finally congold piece on the little bar, "we'll all have a smoke now. cluded that it would be dangerous to take a shot at me.
"I don't drink anything strong myself, you know, though But if it had not been that Charlie and Jim were with
it is not compulsory that you shall not."
me, I suppose I would have got it, anyhow. But what is
But they evidently understood that it was his wish that the use of having partners if you can't use them?"
they should smoke. so not one refused to take a cigar when
He laughed as he said this, and then all hands joined in.
''1e box was passed around by the proprietor.
Hop seemed to be greatly interested in the conversation,
The two peddlers had quite recovered their composure but before it was over he cautiously crept out of sight
by this time, and the one called Doc now produced a bag behind a rock, and then began stealing towarrl the saloon.
'l'he fact was that the clever Chinaman now considererl
containing money and said:
"Now, gents, I reckon I'm gain' ter have ther chance of that he would be in no danger if he visited the place.
A saloon, above all other places, was where Hop liked to
treatin' yer all to tanglefoot, with ther expectation of sellin'
yer some of my things afterward. Step up; everybody is spend idle time.
He managed to get there almost before he was misse<l,
welcome."
responded,
that
crowd
good-natured
It was certainly a
but when he saw that he was not called back he felt that

up
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it was all right, so he walked boldly forward and paused suspenders had been wrapped a Icw inches from it, anJ
stepping back said :
near the wagon owned by the two peddlers.
"Um pocketbook allee sarnee under um hat, so be?"
promptly
Harry
and
Doc
there,
standing
Seeing him
"Yes, that's right," Harry answered, while Doc nodded
came out of the saloon.
"Want ter buy anything, heathen?" the former asked, in the affirmative.
"Ancl um tlings you allee samee callee smpendcrs in um
Showing that he was always ready for business.
"Whattee you gottee to sell?" inquired Hop, putting on handkerchief, so be?"
a very innocent way.
"Yes, that's right," both men answered.
"About everything that ycr kin think of," Harry
"Allee light; now you watchee. life allee samce makcc
hastened to answer. "We'll show ver."
um suspenders gittee under um hat, and um pocketbook
"Allee light, Mc likee look~." "
into um handkerchief."
The back of the wagon was soon let down, and then in
The two men looked surprised for a moment, and then
a'"very short time the two peddlers were showing him their broke· inlo a laugh.
goods.
"I reckon you're ~omewhat of a magician if you kin do
'The man called Tom and two others had decided not anything like that," declared Doc.
to go t6' work until the afternoon, so they came out, grin- "Lat light," Hop answered quickly. "l\Ie allee samee
nin bi-0ac1ly, for they had seen enough of the Chinaman gleat magician; me velly smartee Chinee."
i ht before to understand pretty well that he was full
u.
"Well, go ahead an' do it, then."
of fun.
"Allee light; you watchee."
Then Hop first touched the hat and then the handkerHop took up a pair of s~spenae,rs in a rather gingerly
muttering something that was not intelligible to his
chief,
.
way.
hearers.
bethem
held
he
as
asked,
he
?"
lis
"Whatteo -;r6u callee
·
· ~
fore Harr:f.'s face.
Suddenly he stepped back and called out:
"Suspen~ers," was the i'.cply. ".Ain't yer never seen "Now you lookee. You finee um pocketbook in um
sich things· afore?"
hankelchief and um suspenders under him hat. Me makee
Hop !'hook his head. •
changee velly muchee quickee."
"Me no undelstandee," he deqlared.
With a smile on his face the man called Doc stepped
a
small
as
into
over and took up the hat.
Then he carefully rolled the suspenders
silk
yellow
big
his
taking
and
them,
get
could
he
as
bunch
Sure enough, the suspenders· lay there in foll view.
handkerchief from under his coat proceeded to wrap them
"Well, by thunder!" he exclaimed, while his partner
in it.
loohed at the Chinaman in amazement.
~- _1if ~of the peddlers said anything to this, for they
'' I..at allee light," was the Chinaman's retort. "Me
imagined that the Chinaman was going to purchase the makec no mistakee; me tellce whattee me do."
suspenders.
One now took the handkerchief ancl carefully unfolded it.
Hop coolly laid the parcel on the tailboard of the wagon . . Then the pocketbook was brought to view.
If tl1e two peddlers were surprised, so were the three
Then he proceeded to look for something else that was
and the proprietor of the saloon, who hacl joined
miners,
displayed.
see what was going on.
to
them
they
but
fellowi::,
The two peddlers were no doubt clever
by gum!" exclaimed Harry, shaking his head.
"Well,
goods
their
at
looking
was
he
that.while
notice
· had failed to
the Chinaman had taken something that did not belong "That's about as clever a thing as I ever seen done."
"Lat allee light," Hop answered, smilingly. "11e Yelly
to him, and this before he had picked up the pair of
smartee Chinee. 1\1!'! tellec you lat. Now len, we havee
suspenders.
But that was due to his wonderiul sleight of hand, of lillee dlink of tanglefoot."
"rcll satisfied that they rot.1ld not sell him andhing jnsl
C"ourse.
the peddlers clo~ed the back of the wagon, after firFL
then,
·o , , _:.loTcallee lis ?" the Celestial asked, as he
away the pocketbook and pair of suspenders.
putting
.
'::?picked up .a leather pocketbook.
the Chinaman inside, and so dicl Tom aJJd
followed
They
"Why, that's a pocketbook, or wallet," Doc answered,
men.
two
other
the
bethings
them
of
quickly. "Ain't yer never seen one
The proprietor went in ahead, of course, since he wantetl
fore?"
to be ready to receive the cash that he knew was coming.
Hop shook his hea<;l. in the negative.
The drinks were put out and all bandf'. indulged, and
"Velly stlange," he observed, as he opened it and looked
then Hop drew' a pocketbook from under his coat and
inside.
calmly opened it.
"That's ter put money ii;i," spoke up Harry.
As the peddlers ~aw it they were more astonished than
"Oh," and Hop appeared to be much enlightened. "If
eYer, for it was, according to their belief, the identical
you gottee money you puttee in um pocketbook?"
pocketbook that had been found under the hat but a min"That's it; you have got it right, Mister Heathen."
11te or so before.
a
for
Hop paused, as though he were in deep thought,
But Hop never let on that he noticed their looks or
Doc's
from
hat
the
took
few. seconds, and then h~ quickly
the
of
tailboard
actions.
the
upon
pocketbook
the
laying
and
hl'a<l,
He calmly chew Fomc money from the pocketbook anc1
wagon he placed the hat over it.
Then he movccl tl1p handkerchief in which i.he pair of pairl the bill.
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"See here!" said Doc, in a stern tone, "where did you
get that pocketbook from, heathen?"
"Me buy lat in Denver," came the innocent reply.
"Will you let me see it?" Th:>c asked, quickly.
Hop passed it over to him.
The peddler searched for a mark on the inside and
quickly found it.
"You never bought that in Denver; heathen," he declared. "That came from out of our wagon. There's our
mark on it."
"Lat allee light," and Hop laughed good-naturedly.
"You Yelly smartee Melican man, so be, but me allee
samee velly muchee smartee, too. Me velly smartee
Chinee. You keep you pocketbook. Me no wantee."
The:n he quickly took it and dumped the money from
it and passed it back.
"Boys," said the proprietor, grinning at the two peddlers,
"you had better not let that heathen have a look at ycur
goods ag'in. Why, if he was of a mind ter he'd steal
e,·erything you had."
"That's right," Doc answered. "But never mind.
We'll all have a drink. That's one on us."
CHAPTER IX.
THE CAPTURE OF .A.HIETT.A..

It will be necessary for us to now turn our aitc11tlon
to the desperadoes who ·left the saloon and went to the
shanty.
It was Jack Go1 e's shanty they went to, as might be i::upposed, and as it was not a very large structure the one room
it contained was quite well filled when all got inside.
"Set down, boys, if you kin find anything to set on.''
said the leader of the crowd. "We've got to git down to
business. I want to have a little talk with ver. I'm much
obliged to you fellows for stickin' to me. · lt seems that
there was some as weakened, an' all 'cause they was so
much afraid of Young Wild West that they jest couldn't
help it. But that's all right. I'll git square with 'em afore
many days, see if' I don't."
A murmur of approval went up from the meri at this.
Gore seemed to'be pleased when he found that they were
all with him.
"Do yer know what I've been thinkin' about, boys?" he
went on to say, as he took on a knowing look and squatted
upon the rickety table that was in one corner of the room.
"Afore I left Bully John's place it struck me all of a sudden that ther way to git square with Young Wild West
would be to sneak around to his camp an' catch them gals
what's there. It may be a pretty tough job, but we kin
manage it. I don't mean ter wait till night to do it,
either."
"What are we gain' ter do with ther gals, if we gits
'em?" asked one of the villains.
"Well, I reckon we kin easy settle that alter we git
'em," was the reply. "Never mind about that now. I
ain't one as believes in countin' your chickens afore they're
hatched. But by gittin' ther gals, or if we can't git all of
'em we'll git one, anyhow, we'll git Young Wild West after
us hot. Then I reckon it won't be sich a hard job to put
him out of ther way. That's ther main thing we want ter
1

do, yer know. His pardners will come with him, of course,
an' they've got to take ther same medicine, along with him.
But afore w~ go any further I reckon we'll have somethin'
to drink. One thing about me is that I always keeps a
good supply of tanglefoot in my shanty."
He got down from the table and quickly took a demijohn
from a little closet.
Then he found a couple of tin cups, and removing the
cork from the demijohn placed it upon the table and invited them to come up and join in a drink.
They were all quite willing to do this, and when all had
taken a drink the Boss Desperado helped himself and then
put away the demijohn.
"Now then," said he, "I want two of yer to keep a watch
on Bully John's saloon. It are likely that Young Wild
West an' his pards will come right back to ther camp, an'
if they do we've got to wait until they leave it ag'iri. ~
won't do to go foolin' around there while they're h· .
Yer all know that."
~
"I reckon not," said one of them, shrugging his ·shoul~
ders and showing signs of uneasiness. "Anyone as kip
make sich a quick shot as he did is sartinly a dangerom~
customer. If he had been of a mind ter he sartinl v woi.tlCl
haYe put a bullet plumb through your heart, in~t~ad of
~kinnin' ther back of your hand to make yer drop your
gun, Jack."
"Oh, I knows that." and the leader nodded hi heacl.
"He':; ther Champion Deadshot of ther West, all right 1
don't think there's a man livin' as kin hold a canclle to him
in that game."
.
Several of them had remarks to make about the young
cleadshot, .and after a while Gore thought of what he hacl
said about appointing two of the men to watch up~10saloon .
Then he selected two of them to do this, and they had
not been at their post more than ten minutes before thev
reported that Young Wild West and his partners were o~
their way to their camp.
"Well," said the Boss Desperado, shrugging his shoulders, "I reckon .that means that we'll have to wait a- while.
It may be that Young Wild West is keepin' a watch on this
shanty, or has got someone else at Bully John's to do it
for him. Ther chances is that some of ther boys has gone
right over to his side, £or they acted mighty like they was
goin' ter do it, since they backed down and wouldn't ('0me
with us."
-·~ ·~...c="c <I
"Well, what are yer goin' ter do, anyhow?" asked a man,
who had a cast in his left eye, and who was certainly anything l;)ut of a prepossessing appearance.
"I'll tell yer what we'll do, Andy," was the quick reply.
"Since Tom has gone back on me I'll appoint you as my
right bower. I'll take you an' Gus an' Mike, an' we'll crawl
out of ther window an' then ~neak around as close as we
kin git to Young Wild West's camp without bein' seen.
We'll wait there a while, an' maybe Young Wild West an'
his pards might take a notion to go back to ther saloon, or
they might want ter go to ther store. Anyhow, I reckon
we kin afford to wait, 'cause we've got a whole lot ahead
of us-somethin' that is of ther greatest importance to us,
I might say. Them three galoots has got to· be done away
with, an' that's all there is ter it. Why, if they have their
way about it they'll sartinly reform ther camp. Diamond
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Dive would be a mighty funny place with no desperadoes
to run it, wouldn"t it?"
The villain said this as if he actually thought it would
be an awful calamity if such a thing should happen.
The three men he ~elected seemed quite willing to accompany him, so after a short conversation ihey all crept
out through the little window that was in the side of the
shanty furthest from the saloon.
"Ther rest of yer stay here till we come back, unless
yer hear shootin' goin' on," said Jack Gore. "I don't know
but that it would be a good idea if some of yer was to go
an' git three or four horses an' have 'em ready. It might
be that we'll be followed by Young Wild West an' his pards
l
afore we're quite ready for it. In that ease ther four of
llil will have to light out. How many of yer has got horses,
anyhow]"
~"our of them had, it seemed, and one of them was
a rntherrnean Indian pony, so he was informed.
"Well, thafs all right. You git ther four of ·em an'
fetch 'em here an' have 'em saddled an' priclled, too.
Mino's in ther shed back here, so yer kin have him saddled.
too. That will make five all together. Maybe it'll be jest
as well if we only git one of ther gals. We kin tie her to
one of th~ nags, an' then if we have to 1ight out we'll
take he;r along wlth us. I'm willin' to take this risk, 'cause
I kno\1 that even if we do have tcr light-out it won't be
long a.fore we'll stand a good chance of droppin' Young
Wild West an' his pards as they come after us. Now then,
you understand what's to be done, don't yer ?"
The villains answered that they did.
~e sure yer come ont through ther window, so
no one kin see yer from ther saloon. Now then, boys,
we'll be off."
The last was said to the three he had selected to go
with him to Young Wild West's camp.
Gore's shanty was built virtually on the Mexican plan.
The sides were of adobe blocks, and the roof was thatched
with coarse grass.
It was right at the edge of a cactus bed, too, and one
looking at it from that side would have taken it to br a
r genuine greaser shanty.
The four villains crossed the narrow strip of sand, where
' not~1ing but cactus was growing, and were soon dodging
.rk
1
.
.,,r
·..oc s.
•
'
~ ';-- "Cr r
worked their way around until they
they
way
this
In
found themselves approaching the spot where our friends
were camped from the side opposite to where the collection
of shanties st0od.
They managed to get within a hundred feet of it, and
then they found it would be dangerous for them to attempt
to get any nearer.
It happened that it was just then that Cheyenne Charlie
made the suggestion that they go over to the saloon and
see what Hop was up to.
"I know putty well that ther heathen galoot will be
havin' a whole lot of fun with them pedd ers," he said, as
he looked at Wild and Jim and grinned.
"No doubt of it, Charlie," Wild answered, with a nod
of his head .• "I feel just in the humor to see a little fun,
so we'll go over. What do you say, J im?"
"Certainly," Dart answered, quickly.
A
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When Jack Gore and his three companions heard this
conversation their delight knew no qounds.
Things were coming just the wa.y they wanted them to.
"If they only hurry up an' git ther horses for us," said
Gore, in a whisper, "we'll git away mighty quick. Of
course there"ll be a row raised when we grab one of thein.
gals an' run away, an' we won't have more than time to git
back to ther shanty. Young Wild West an' his pards will
run right here, most likely, 'cause there'll be no end of
screamin' from ther other two an' that heathen there: But
we'll jest wait to give 'em a chance to git to Bully John's.
Then I'll show yer jes~ how we're goin' ter do this thing."
His companions nodded, for they had the utmost confidence in their leader, and they felt that he. was bound to
carry out his plan.
They saw our hero and his two partners walk away from
the cump, and then they watched them until they saw
them enter the bar of Bully John's shanty.
"Xow then, boys," whispered the leader of the desperadoes, as he drew a red handkerchief from his pocket,
"I'm goin' ter use this here to gag ther gal with. It ain't
no use to let her yell as we carry her off, 'cause that will
let Young Wild West an' his pards know wl1ich way we·re
goin'. \Vhen I say ther word I want yer to help me grab
ther gal, an' do it in a hurry. \Ve'll take ther one with
ther valler hair. She's Young WilO 'Ye8f>' gal. anyho'X.
·'She·~ sartinly ther likeliest lookin" oue of ther lot, anyhow,'' the man called Andy declared. •'J womler if we
couldn't manage to git all three of 'em?"
"Xo," was the quick reply. "It wouldn"t do. We
couldn't manage to do it at all. We "rn only got one extra
horse, yer know."
Andy said no more.
'l'hen after a wait of perhaps half a minute Jack Gore
gave a nod and started to creep closer to the camp.
Just then the girls were sitting near the two tents, and
were very busy talking over what had happened.
Stealthily the £our villains crept closer, and it was not
until they were within a dozen feet of them that Anna
happened to glance up and see them.
She uttered a startled cry and attempted to draw her
revolver.
But Jack Gore had already drawn his gun, and so had
his companions.
"Jest make one little yell, an' you'll die right where ~'OU
are!" the Boss Desperado exclaimed, :fiercelj·. "I want yer
to understand that we don't value your lives any more than
we do Young Wild West's. We~d jest as leave kill yer as
not. We've come here to rob your camp, thafs all."
This threw the girls off their guard, somewhat.
Arietta remained perfectly calm.
She expected to see one of the villains go into the tent
and rummage about, while the other three held guard over
them.
But instead of this happening, Jack Gore suddenly
sprang upon her and pinned her arms to her sides.
At the same time he clapped the hand that held the
handkerchief over her mouth tightly.
Then Andy quickly sprang to his assistance and tied the
girl's arms behind her back.
The other two villains kept watch oYer Anna and Eloise
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nnd Wing, who had risen to his feet, the picture of astonishment and alarm.
"Jest keep 'em right where they are, boys," said Gore.
"Me an' .Andy will git about a hundred yards away, an'
then you kin come. We've got ther gal, all right, an' no
mistake."
'I'he villain gave a low chuckle. and then throwing
Aril'tia ornr his shoulder, as though she had been nothing
more than an infant, he started from the camp, followed
hy Andy.
A minute later the other two began backing away, at
tht- ~nme time threatening the girls that i:f they made an
011tcr,v, or offered to shoot, they woul<l rnrely kill them.
'I'he.r backed away until they got brh irnl some rocb, an cl
then they startrcl on a run from the spot.
Then it was that Anna and Eloise began screaming
loudly for help.
They both started to run for the mining camp, knowing
full well that Wild and his partners should be notified
<]Uickl.1r of what had happened.
If either of them had been as cool as Arietta certainly
would have been, under the same circumstances, they would
have set out in pursuit of the villains.
But they did what they thought was best, and they had
110 time to think it over, either.
.......

CHAPTER X.
CONCLUSIO~.

Wild, Charlie and Jim were in Bully John's place listening to the peddlers as they related how Hop had deceived
them with his sleight of hand when suddenly they heard
the screams of Anna and Eloise.
'l'he camp was not more than a couple of hundred yards
from the saloon, so it was not strange that they should
hear the girls' cries so plainly.
"There's something wrong at the camp, boys," said Wild,
as he leaped for the door. "Come on; we'll see what it is."
His two partners were right after him, and they were
quickly followed from the place by Hop.
The camp could not be seen from where they were, and
as our hero led the way to the le:ft, so he might get a vie"·
of it he suddenly caught sight of a prancing horse near the
shanty of Jack Gore.
A man was trying to lead the horse around to the rear
of the shanty, but the animal seemed to be balky, and refused to go with him.
The moment Wild noticed this it occurred to him right
mray that if anything had happened ·at the camp it was
quite likely that the desperadoes were responsible for it.
The fact that they had a horse near the shant:v cau~ed
him to think righ,t away that probably it would be bettel'
:for him to go straight there.
"This way, boys," he called out, as he Rtarted on n nm,
re\'Olver in hand.
Charlie and Jim were right after him.
Meanwhile Jack Gore had succeeded in getting Arietta
behind his shanty where the horses were waiting for them.
The villains who had been appointed to get the horses
had worked quickly, and us they did not l1aYe to go far

for them the,v were all ready when their leader and An<ly
appeared carrying Arietta.
"Bring tlter pony lH•re-quick ~" cried Gore. "We ain't
got a minute to lose. 'l'hem gals hack there is cloin' some
mighty tall ycllin', an' you kin bet your life that Young
Wild Vi'est an' his par<ls will find what's up in a jiffy."
One of the tle~peracloes attempted to ]cacl the pony ioward him, but the animal reared and plunged and camr
near getting away from him.
For a few seconds the pony kicked and reared about, lint
at length it was forced behind the shanty.
Then Arietta was quickly placed in the saddle, and a
rope was passed around her and the pony two or three timr~,
nntil f'he wai; firmly tied to the animal.
·while this was being clone Andy took rare to hold hi~
_ · ,u,<""'\'~
hand over her mouth so she could not screani-.
.
But when the time came for them to start h~ ,
and mounted his own horse.
"You jest utter a cry an' I'll shoot yer," he cried, ash
pointed his revolver at the girl.
Arietta looked at him sharply, and then she decided to
take the chances.
"Wild, Wild!" she shouted, at the top of her voice.
"'l'his way. The desperadoes have got me. Hurry up!"
" het up!" roared Jack Gore. "Go on, boys. I'll start
ther pony."
H'e raised the whip he had picked up and' callet\for. the
steed Arietta was bound to to go ahead.
But instead of doing so the cranky animal braced itself
and uttered a savage whinny.
It was just then that Wild reached the .fr~f the
shanty.
As he ran around it a startling sight met his gaze.
One of the gang was dragging Arietta's balking pony
when Wild pulled out a revolver, with lightning speed, and
shot at the line, cutting it in two!
It was certainly about the quickest shot the boy had ewr
made.
On a dead run, as he was when he rounded the corner ~1
the shanty, he :fired the shot that severed the lariat.
There was no time to take aim; he had simply thrown
his gun that way and pulled the trigger.
He was so used to such things that it really would hn\'e
Y...._
been strange if he had missed.
A yell of rage sotmded from the villains wnent1le.~---"'"'I''.....,,,_..~
the pony turn and trot away to the front of the shanfr.
But Jack Gore was now worked into a state of ·clesp.erntion.
Crack !
He :fired a shot at Wild, and the boy'(> hat was knocked
:from his head, since the bullet struck it a'hd passed through
the crown.
Wild knew that the time for the Boss Desperado to ~tep
out had arrived.
Without any hesitation he turned his revolver upon him
·
and pulled the trigger.
Crack!
Jack Gore gave a ga:;ping cry and fell hack.
Then his body turned ~ver and he dropped to the gronrnl
and remained motionless.
So sm1>rised liacl his companions been that they had
failed to take the little n<lrnntaae they had to !!et awuv.
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giYe you a ghost of. a show, either. Now then, take your
Crack, crack!
choice."
Two shots Caple from the window of the adobe shanty.
It then sounded as though those inside were all talking
Wild heard the bullets as they whistled past his ear, so
at one time.
he quickly ran around to the front.
But it was not for long.
Crack, crack ! crack, crack !
Out they came, one at a time, holding their hands over
and
now,
shooting
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were
heads and looking frightened and meek.
their
Gore
accompanied
had
who
villains
three
the
clown went
"Just take charge of them, Tom," saic;l our hero, nodto the camp of our friends.
It must have been that those inside saw what had hap- ding to the reformed desperado. '"Maybe you can make
pened to their comrades, for they instantly began crying them understand what they are to expect. I have given
my word that they shall go free, but that don't mean that
for quarter.
By this time several others had reached the scene, among they are to act in a treacherous way. They have got to
behave themselves, or they will be shot down like clogs."
them being the man called Tom
"Come on, boys, an' surrend~r," he yelled .at the top of· "?h, they'll behave, all r,~ght, Young \Yild West," rr~m
It are most likely that they ve
his voice. "It ain't no use to buck ag'in Young Wild West replied, as he gave a nod.
had quite enough of it. They've seen what four or fiye
an' his pards."
of their gang has got, an' that oughter be a lesson. to 'em."
1!!11111.-....-~""::....n 1
"We're ~~win' ter behave ourselves, Young Wild West,"
·
t' .vas fired from the shanty and Tom made a grab
of the ruffians spoke up, quickly. "You won't ha:ve
one
·
for his left ear.
The blood trickled from it in a stream, showing that he no cause to shoot us. I'm mighty sorry for what I've done,
an' ther rest is, too. But it was Jack Gore as led us on.
had come very near losing his life.
He was a mighty good feller, in some ways, an' we felt it
even
on
shot
that
:fired
as
galoot
"I'd like ter meet ther
our duty to stick ter him."
his
in
revolver
hi
still,
terms," he called out, as he stood
"All right, then. You are now at liberty to do just as
hand. "If you have got ther nerve to do it come out an'
you like; but take my advice and keep straight."
~how yourself."
Some of them thanked the boy outright, others gave ;
"AU right, you traitor!" and then the door was suddenly
and the rest walked away without doing either.
nod,
firing
desperadoes,
ihrown open and out dashed one of the
But they were no doubt very glad, and forgot about it.
:1s l ie came.
Our hero knew that it was all over, so he walked over
But li e was over-anxious, and his bullets went wide of
to where Arietta was standing, and taking her by the arm
the mark.
proceeded toward the saloon.
Crack, crack !
'I'he two peddlers met them, and when Doc raised his hat
~'\t twice, and clown he went.
and proposed three cheers for Young Wild West, there
"That settles you, Mc:N" ah," he exclaimed, his eyes flash- was hardly a man on the scene who did not join him.
i ug. "There always was a little bad blood b'.:! twcen us."
"'l'hat's all right, gentlemen," said Wild, in his cool and
Tho door 11ow being open Cheyenne Charlie ran up to easy way. "I'm used to being cheered, though I don't
it, holcling a revolver in either hancl.
know as I'm always deserving of it. But it. makes no dif)foanwhile Jim Dart ha<l cut Arietta free from the pony, ference. The desperadoes of Diamond Dive arc pretty well
am1 she was now standing at a safe distance watching what tamed down. A great many of them will be mighty glad
look place.
this happened, after they come to think it over, too. I feel
The villains seemed afraicl to come out of the shanty, certain of that."
"You can bet your life on that, Young Wild \\'c~t,"
especially after they saw that one of their number had
'rom declared. "I begun to think that way quite a little
been shot by Tom,
· "Yon had better come out an' give yourselves up, boys," while ago. I know we've been runnin' thing here in a
Tou-C · llr>c1 · ~n: . "Yo_u have made a mighty big mistake, mighty high-handed way, an' that's why Diamond Di Ye
- -~-· _yer ID1ow it. ~ut since you didn't ha.Ye no real hand in hasn't boomed up as much as it oughtcr. Why, there\;
catchin' Young Wild West's gal, maybe he'll let yer off a been lots of good men drove away from here, jest 'cau~e
little easy. There's a whole lot o.f us as has made up our Jack Gore took a notion ter do it. But Gore was a funny
minds to reform, an' you kin bet we're goin' ter stick to it. sort of man. . He had a way of makin' us all drop in lo bis
notions, it seems. It was mighty hard ter drop away from
You have got a chance yet."
"'rhat's right," Wild shouted. "Come out ancl sur- him, but some of us managed to do it this morning."
"Yes, and I give you credit for it," Wild answered. "I
render, and you shall have a chance to turn over a new
consider that the eleven who turned away from him are
leaf."
"Have a chance to git our necks stretched, more like it," pretty good fellows, if they are of a mind to be. These
other fellows I don't know about. I suppose if they are
a voice answered from within.
at heart they will always be that way, though they
bad
"You can believe what I say, you sneaking coyote,"
behave themselves as long as they :find that it will pay
may
it.
mean
I
thing
a
say
Wild retorted, quickly. "When I
to do so."
better
shanty.
that
of
out
get
to
minutes
two
just
all
you
I'll give
If you come out and surrender and give the pl'omise that · By this time Anna and Eloise had reached the scene, and
you will behave yourselves in the future you will be allowed when the reformed desperadoes saw them they all took off
to go free. If you think iL is best to stay where you are 1 their hats, and then Tom proposed a cheer for the only
and fight it out we will start in to clean you out. We won't ~cmalcs who had stayed over night in Diamond Dive.
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The cheer awoke the echoes, for everybody seemed to kind, he could not help laughing, for the peddlers' 8ale had
· want to yell as loud as he cou l(l.
certainly been broken up in a hurry.
The t~vo peddlers finally thought that there w.as a fine
They seemed to take it good-naturedly, however, and
chance to sell some of their goods, since so many had gath- they could well afford to, in fact.
ered about.
They had really sold more goorl8, and received a higher
:N"early every miner in the camp had heard the shoot- price for them, than they had dreamed of doing when the.\'
ing, and the result was that they had left their work and first struck the camp.
were now gathered in the little square in front of Bully
Just as our friends were thinking about going back to
John's saloon.
their camp, the>' !'aw the desperadoes who had surrem1erc<1
Present]>' Doc began calling out at the top of his voice : at the shanty walking toward them in single file.
The leader came right up to our hero, and taking oO:
"This wfl.v, ladies and gents! Step up an' see our great
line of goods. We have got everything that yer could pos- his hat, said :
Ribl.v want ter buv, an' ther prices is so low that you're
"Young Wild West, we have talked it over, an' we\·e
bound to buy as soon as you see 'em. This way!"
come to ther conclusion that we'll sign a paper to be good .
The girls were curious to ~er what they had for sale, and You jeet fix up ther paper an' we'll put our names to it
tlwy promptly walked around to the rear of the wagon.
right away. Them as can't write will let F>Ornehody else do
This was the rue for everybody to crowd up1 and all save it for 'em an' put their cross in. \Ye 'rant ter shr.fieF
those \\'ho had come out oE Jack Gore's shanty and sur- that we mean business. We're goin' tcr try an' tii -~aight
rendered were soon gathcre<l there.
an' help boom up ther minin' camp. Everybody will be
The p"ddlers began doing quite a business, too, though welcome here after this."
the prices were anything but cheap.
"Well, ~inee you want to do thal, I'll soon fix up a
1t was not long before Hop pushed his way llp to the paper," the boy answered.
clif'pla>' and began examining some of the goods.
Ile was not long in doing this, and ~oon the namei:l of all
"Hold on there, Hop!" called out llarry, shaking his the men were attached to it.
finger at him. "You had better keep your hands off.
'l'hat wound up their adventures at Diamond Dive.
Yen'rc altogether too rJc,·er for us. I don't mean that you
The surviving desperadoes had cerLainly reformefl, and
would steal anything, but this ain't no time for jokin'. not only the mining camp,
but the whole world was the
\\'c\·e got too much business on hand."
better for it.
"Lat allce light," replied the Chinaman. "You gottee
Shortly after noon Young Wild West and his friends left
Yclly l illee stuff left, so be. You sellee outtee velly muchee
the
place and started for Tombstone.
quickee."
As they were going away Bully John called~ _
This part of it was quite true.
"Boys, I want yer to give three cheers for Young Wild
The 8tock in trade of the peddlers hacl dwindled clown
We~t's Quickest Shot. When he cut ther rope that wa
so much that there was really not much of a selection
holclin' his gal's pony it sartinly was ther quickest shot that
there.
was ever made. Now then, everybody j'in in."
Hop knew pretty well that the peddlers had received
With the cheers ringing in their ears, our friends rode
more than double the amount for some of the goocls, so he off in search of fresh adventures.
decided to break up the bu8iness for a while.
He calmly lighted a cigar, and drew one of his homemade firecrackers from his pocket at the same time.
THE END.
'1'hen he proceeded to examine a pair of boots, in spite
of II arry's advice to keep awa.y.
But the clever Chinaman did not remain there long.
He waited until he had lighted the fuse of the firecracker and dropped it into one of the boots.
'I'hen he stepped back and waited for the result.
Read "YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE DEATH
It was not more than five seconds that he had to wait, MINE; OR, ARIET'l1.A BAFFLING THE CLAL\I
either.
·
JUMPERS," which will be the next number (389) of
Bang!
"Wild West Weekly."
The cracker exploded with a noise as loud as that of a
small cannon, and the goods of the peddlers flew in every
direction, while a dense smoke immediately settled upon .
the scene.
"Ha, ha, ha!" roared Bully John. "The ht'athen
SPECIAL NOTICE :-All back numbers of this weekhas done ther same thing he done ip my place last ly except the following are in print: 1 to 28, 30, 31, 33,
night.''
34, 36 ·to 40, 42, 44, 45, 47, 50 and 51. If you cannot
obtain the ones you want from any newsdealer, send the
'r11en he .fairly doubled himself with laughter.
It was not long before the whole crowd joined in, witll price in money or postage stamps by mail to FRANK
the exception of the peddlers, who were running about in TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 21 UNION SQUARE, New
wild dismay.
York City, and you will receive the copies you order, by
· While \l,;ild \ro tVi T'Ot lrnve ~~Y:din·, ~<l fln,.ihi11"'
nf
thn
r
r b1!'n mail.
.
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SOME GOOD ARTICLES.
An intelligent mule makes itself useful on the beach at St.
Augustine, Fla., by hunting for turtles. When she has found
one she turns it on its back and then hastens off to inform
her master.
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In a lonely lighthouse on a jutting edge of lime rock on
Rhode Island's coast Ida Lewis is rounding out fifty-three
years of Government service. The nation's veteran keeper, she
guards the entrance to Narragansett Bay. Hale-in her sixty·
five years of strenuous activity, she is still untiring, dauntless
and brave. In the face of gale and storm, says the "American
Magazine," she has Sllatched from the tumbling waters of her
steady beacon twenty-three human lives. Five of these lives
she saved last summer. She is a pensioner of the Carnegie
Hero Fund, holds the Government First Class Medal for Bravery and the American Cross of Honor. Ida Walley Zoradia
Lewis was made assistant keeper of Lime Reck Light by Congress in 1879 and succeeded her mother in 1887 as keepe1.
Her father was also keeper· at his death in 1872. Known the
country over for her life saving, she is a unique character.
Her island home is full of mementoes of her valor and is the
Mecca of tourists all the year. , Modest and cheery, she talks
little of her deeds, but can show a hatful of medals from the
greatest societies of the land. The Benevolent Life Saving
Association of New York and the Humane Society of Massachusetts have both honored her. The United States- awarded
her a grand niedal in gold for saving two men off the light in a
terrible storm on February 4, 1881. "This is home to me," she
says, "and I hope the good Lord will take me away when I
have to leave it. The light is my child and I know when it
needs me even if I sleep." She has never had a vacation and
has never asked for one.

With their three-year-old baby in a go-cart, George Palmer
and wife walked 350 miles from Ashcroft, B. C., to the Nechaco
Valley, in the northern wilds of the province, to take up land
for farming purposes. Palmer had obtained the 160 acres of
free land that he went after and is now busy making himself
and his family a home.

GRINS AND CHUCKLES.

"The Southern colored people cost me $8 a month in food,"
said the manager of one of t1e biggest farms in California,
"and they don't do $20 worth of work. You see plainly there
is no use paying them $15 a month wages, or the balance
would be on the wrong side. Mexican greasers cost me between $8 and $9 for food a month, but they will do a good
$1.50 worth of work a day. But take your husky young foreigner or native-born American worker. He costs less-about
$6 a month when you are catering on a big scale, but he
wants a choicer class of food; but then he works. I can afford
to pay such young fellows $2 or $2.50 a day and have a bigger
margin of profit than for the cheaper unskilled labor. Everything has got to make good on this farm on the profit side .of
accounts, from a blade of wheat up-or it goes."

A Seattle man who grew rich had a son of whom he disapproved, and when the son was married against the father's
wishes the father made him an allowance of twenty dollars
a week and said that was all he could have. A while later he
was discussing the matter with a friend of his pioneer days.
"Do you think twenty dollars a week is enough for the boy?"
he asked. "Well," replied the friend judicially, "I don't know
about that." "It's a darn sight more than we had when we
started in," argued the father. "Perhaps it is," said the friend,
"but you must remember that times have changed. We used
to dig clams for our dinner." "By George!" said the father, "I
guess I have been too severe with him. I'll be kinder in the
future. I'll buy him a spade and show him where the clama
are."

"Professor,'! said a senior, trying to be pathetic at parting,
"I am indebted to you for all I know." "Pray don't mention
A Danish engineer named Meardt, after several years of such a trifle," was the reply.
experiment, has evolved an important invention for concentrating beer in a hard substance, which, dissolved in water,
Mrs. Newlywed-Does your husband ever talk in his sleep,
gives an excellent liquor. One and a half kilos contain 18 Mrs. Longwed? Mrs. Longwed-No, dear, he talks in other
liters after dissolution. This beer remains sound for a period people's sleep. He is a preacher, you know.
of six months. Meardt has succeeded in producing with suc·
cess different sorts of beer, including ale and stout. The
"Dr. Bingle has advised Coppersmith to take up motoring."
highest authorities praise the quality of these liquors.
"But I thought Bingle disapproved of motoring?" "Yes, he
does. But in some way he had secured possession of a second·
In December, as a Vermont farmer named Turner was hand motor that he wanted to sell."
driving into Bennington about 8 o'clock in the morning, he
heard a dog running a fox in the woods. What he didn't hear,
Bridget and Pat were sitting in an armchair, reading an
however, as the fox taking a short cut through the bushes article on the law of compensation. "Accordin' to this, whin
· ting the . way-"jUst in time to leap into the farmer's a mon loses wan uv his sinses another gits more developed;
a
sleigh and nestle down in the straw and be carried two miles for instance, a bloind mon gits more sinse uv hearin', touch,
along the road. By that time he was rested, and the dog had an--" "Sure, an' it's quite true," exclaimed Pat. "Oi've
been fooled, and Reynard leaped to the ground, looked around noticed it myself. Whin a mon has wan leg shorter than the
other, begorra, the other's longer."
with a grin and made off.

.
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all ransacked, and his money, watch, and other valuables were
shipped off.
"Then Betsy Jarvis swore that she saw her two brothers
sneaking about the woods near the house on the previous
evening, and the boys were at once arrested.
"On searching around my houf1e, their fathe(s watch wa..--......;.
found in the barn, but none of the money was found wit
By John Sherman.
them.
en
"They admitted that they were in the wood in the evening
watching to see their father alone, and ask him for some
During the early summer of 1858 I had occasion to take a money to go down to New Orleans or away to California in ·
search of their fortune.
business trip on the Mississippi river.
"My young son of fourteen, who slept in a large back room
The great stream was fearfully flooded at the time, and the
them, swore that they all kept awake talking until long
with
St.
to
Cairo
from
good mail steamb<Jats on which I traveled
midnight.
after
Louis would often pass close to farm-houses and cabins along
were tried and acquitted.
"They
the inundated banks.
high-spirited youngsters, they left the neighb~o:!.rh~oo~-~oi
"BeingI had been chasing a famous burglar from New York to
dollar
after, asserting that they would never takeIi.
Cincinnati, and from the last-named city down the Ohio to soon
had fol.Uld and punthey
until
property
father's
their
from
Cairo.
ished the real murderer."
Jack Thomas was the fellow's name, and he was originally
"Who is the rascal whom you knew as Phil Jarvis," I re·
connected,
from Cincinnati, where he was very respectably
marked, "and whom I am after noV1> as Jack Thomas?"
as he was the only black sheep in a fine family flock.
"When the boys left our neighborhood, Phil Jarvis settled
At the hotel in Cairo I met an old friend who had served in thek house with his wife. It was soon noticed that several
with me in the Mexican war, and whose nan:ie was Paul Sid· strange robberies occurred in the neighborhood.
ney.
"One night, when we were all away from home at a housePaul was engaged in the lumber trade, and he was just re· raising, my place was robbed, anct the blood-hound was miss, ...,...__turnlutl, from a successful trip down the river.
ing. I tracked him over to the Bolton farm, where we foun
We dined together at the hotel in Cairo ; and in the course him dead in the woo-d I spoke about.
of conversation I told him of my mission in that part of the
"As I was suspicious of Phil Jarvis, I summoned some of
'
country.
the neighbors, and we called him, for the purpose of arrest·
Paul became very much interested in the fugitive, and said: ing him and searching the house.
"Give me a description of him."
"It was near midnight when we got there, and ev~Y' one apu.. oor nd
Drawrng a daguerreotype from my pocket, I presented it to peaJred to be asleep. However, I knocked at the
him, saying:
Mrs. Jarvis soon put her head out of the window and asked
"That's his picti.tre. It was taken in Cincinnati three years what we wanted.
ago."
"I answered that we wished to see her husband about the
Paul looked at the picture for a moment, and then burst out: robbery of my house.
" 'Do you dare to accuse him?' she asked, firing up like a
"Why, I know the.fellow, and he is a regular rip! He is
married to a neighbor's daughter of mine. I'll bet a hundred fury.
I know where he is camping now."
"'We do!' I bluntly answered.
"The words were scarcely out of my mouth when they
"Where Is that?"
"Just let me tell what I know about the fellow first, and opened fire on us from inside, and three of our party fell
then I'll put you on his trail, and help you to hunt the skunk badly wounded.
"From the fire opened on us, as well as from the yells and
down as well.
••I know the fellow as Phil Jarvis, and I know him to be threats, we judged there was a large party in the house.
"Then they all made off to the river by s01p.e .!,3 "1'"' pa.th."
connected with one of the worst gangs on this big river of
· ?"
"But did you not see anything of the yoii~ woman
ours.
as a
disguised
after,
nights
three
Louis
St.
in
seen
was
"She
St.
in
him
met
Bolton,
neighbor,
my
"About five years ago
Louis, and he was quite taken with the fellow, as he seemed young man. We have reason to believe that she joined the
to have plenty of money and he was rigged up in great style, gang of river pirates of which her husband is one of the
besides being a good-looking man of twenty-eight or so, with a leaders."
tongue jusc fit to impose on the innocent."
"What has become of the house and farm?"
"Mrs. Jarvis sent an old man and his wife down from St.
Old Bolton, who had a splendid place near mine, invited Phil
Jarvis to spend some weeks at his house. The old man had Louis to take care of the place. They live in the house sometwo young sons at school and a pretty daughter of eighteen times for a month or two, and then go away for three months
·
on a stretch. The neighbors say that the house is haunted
keeping house for him.
"The fellow made love to the daughter like the mischief, even since old Bolton was murdered."
After some further conversation with Paul Sidney, I made
and they were soon married on the sly in St. Louis.
up my mind to pay a visit to the old haunted house in the ·
old
however,
school,
from
home
came
boys
two
the
''When
Bottom.
Harry was to pay. 'l'hey couldn't agree with Phil Jarvis at American
anxious to interview the old man and
particularly
was
I
against
sides
took
wife
young
the
'
and
man
all. Then the old
woman in charge of the place.
the boys, and they were driven from the house.
Before leaving Cafro I disguised myself in the rig of a rafts"The two Bolton boys met him at the village hotel on the
afternoon they left their father's house, and they had a fight. man, and I traveled with Paul as one of his gang.
On the night of my arrival at Paul's farm, I learned that
"On the morning after the fight, old Mat Bolton was found
musdered in his bed, the drawers and closets in the room we1·e.. the old man and his wife had arrived at the Bolton home-
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stead on the previous evening, and that they had secured provisions at the village as if they meant to malce a long stay.
Then I set out to interview them.
As I approached the haunted house I saw a light in the
kitchen, and then I went on boldly and knocked at the front
'- door.
~nt "Who's there?"
o.
"Does Mr. Sidney live here?" I asked.
"No. He lives over two miles further on the road-."
"Two miles further on? Thunderation, and I am dead
played out now."
"Who are you?" asked a man's voice.
"I'm a raftsman that worked for Paul Sidney. I came from
• · St. Louis on foot to see him on business. If you'll give me a
shake-down till morning, good people, I'll be ever so much
~c;~i~liged, as I am dead used up."
;-<?-,'.;, e're only in charge here, but we can give you supper and
~ a bed
e night. Come right into the kitchen."
I was soon in the kitchen, and making my observations,
while the old woman busied herself to get me some supper.
The old woman was not very talkative, as she contented
herii'll' with asking me how long I had been rafting for Paul
-;:,'1dney and how I liked him as an employer.
As I bad fished up sufficient information, I was enabled to
nswer her in a very satisfactory manner.
While the old woman was waiting on me at supper I noticed
that her hands were soft and white, but when she removed
,-tile cloth they were disfigured with wood aflhes.
It did not take me long to learn that I was dealing with a
young woman in disguise, and I soon after made up my mind
that I had the -0ld murdered man's daughter before me.
Well, I had taken my chances, and I must see the matter out.
When supper was over the old woman took up a lamp, and

the road, and I knew that my friend and his friends were
hastening to my rescue.
But would the murderers take the alarm in the meantime
and escape?
Dashing to the door, I flung my whole weight against it, and,
to my joy, the bolt outside gave way on the instant.
With the lamp in one hand, and the revolver in the other,
I rushed fearlessly down the stairs, just as my friends burst
in at the front door.
I caught a glimpse of a woman's form dashing out the back
way, and I made after her, crying:
"There they go! 'Tis Phil Jarvis and his wife, old friend!··
The man was ahead of the woman in the back yard, and he
held a heavy club in his left hand and a pistol in the other.
Wheeling around he fired at us, and I returned the fir~ at
once.
The rascal uttered a cry of pain, .let fall bis pistol, and
dashed off toward a wood.
The woman stumbled and fell, and she was soon secured.
I ran after the murderer as fast as I could, but two active
forms soon darted on ahead of me, and one of them also carried a heavy stick in his right hand.
"They're the Bolton boys!" cried Paul Sidney, as he dashed
on with me.
"They tracked the rascal from St. Louis, and they're just in
time to avenge their father. Thunders! but Sam is on him
now!"
The elder lad was on the murderer with a vengeance, as he
had caught up with him just on the verge of the wood.
His brother was close behind him.
"Leave him to me, Ben!" cried the elder brother, as he
raised his club.
Jack Thomas held up the ·wounded arm to ward off thP blow,
but the stick in the hands of Sam Bolt-On fell on the murderel's
n ,..1r.
·•..-ratl
neck, and he was crushed to the earth.
"My old man is tired, and has gone to bed. · I will show you
There was a case for Ju<i.ge Lynch in that wood near by that
to your sleeping-room, stranger. This way."
night.
She led me up to the top of the three-st-Ory building, and
Before Jack Thomas was strung up, be confessed to the
;hen to a room at the back, as she said:
murder of old Bolton.
"I hope you will have a good sleep. As you are a stranger
The wicked wife took poison on the same night and died.
:o us, you'll not think it mean if I bolt the door here on the
outside."
Before I could reply, the bedroom door was closed on me,
What man has done, we are told, man can do; but to erect
and the b-0lt outside secured by the woman.
to-day a great fortification comparable to the Great Wall of
I held the lamp in my hand, and I at once looked at the China would be a heavy tax on both the resources and the
vindow, as well as around the room.
resolution of Europe. A score or two of Dre~d.noughts are all
My worst fears were then realized, as I was a prisoner.
very well, but the cost, the labor and the will involved in
Sitti~~ an old· bed that had not been used for years building fleets can hardly be compared to those devoted to the
•'~fly, I commenc:eu fo ponder over my situation.
building of that great barrier about two centuries before the
w!ft1e thus engaged, a sickly feeling stole over me, and I coming of Christ, when Rome was struggling with Hannibal.
sprang up, crying:
Two thousand five hundred and fifty m1'1
tiding SP\.'ad~
"Good Heavens! am I poisoned?"
arms and loops, is the le:igth ascrib~ !~;E.
·
"- '
"That's just your fix, Fox," cried a savage voice outside the the only white man, %egi
door. "You took poison in that coffee, and you'll be a dead length of it. It has1eJPlr
man before morning. You thought you were smart coming object of man's har(f ~;,
0
here, but you're not smart enough for Jack Thomas."
moon, and one r,Ce Pilot
"Or his wife, either," cried the woman. "I saw you at Cairo wall were dispos< Haudso
with Paul Sidney, and l knew you would come spying ab-Out be a wall-girdle e' TO nE
.here."
earth. One can iJ!ing fu.ll
Exam1•a
I did not answer the fiends, but I ran to the window add Emperor Chin is cu.,1atiens.. F
the wretches who we Ccapil!!,.
fired my pistol, as a signal to my friend.
.
a Naval'-'
Then I made an effort to get rid of the poison~d coffee, and it. In the days of itrBECOM
I succeeded.
holding back the Tartl>•. ~ain tha
·
amrng
Fortunately, I had a small flask of brandy in my pocket, its line 25,000 towers ings, laisto
15,000 watch-towers. lie an oiice
and I took a drink.
Lu Senar
Then I put my head to the barred window and inhaled the and 10,000 watch-towel'{;adetf.·night air, firing the revolver once again at the same time.
could, with moderate n.,25 'CE
Shouts and the galloping of horses were soon heard along military work.
uar
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MESMERISM.

No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Em

No. 81. HOW TO MlllSMERIZE.-Containing the most ap- bracing all of the latest aud most deceptive card tricks, with ilq,
•t'e
proved methods of mesmerism ; also bow to cure all kinds of lll8tratioll8. By A. Alltlerson.

No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.diseases by animal maguetisw., or, ma;netic beating. By Prof. Leo
Containing deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurer~0 d
Bugo Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Byp11.otize," etc.
aad magicians. Arranged for h<>me amusement. Fully illustrated.

PALMISTRY.

':"k
MAGIC.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most ap·
proved methods of reading the lines on the band, together with
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic iJillln
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card ti·i 'c
and the key for telling character by the bumps 011 the head. BJ of the day, also the most popular magical illusions-~ , u. tiy 1
our leading magicians; every boy should obtain a coJ>.";:~f this book,
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
aa it will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM.
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-!lfller's seconJ sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZID.-Containing valuable and in- explained by bis former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining hoiv
ltructive information re1arding the scienee of hypnotism. AlsQ the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and t~e
explaining the most approved rueU10Js which are employed by the boy on the stage; also giviug all the. codes and signals. The only,,;
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.O.S.
authentic explanation of secoud sight.
No. 43. HOW '1'0 BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containing""t'i'he
SPORTING.
illusions ever placed before ti.he
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND E'ISH.-The most complete grandest assortw.ent of magicalincantations,
~.
etc.
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in- public. Also tricks with cards.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TlUCKS.--Containing ovl er
1tructions about go.ns, bunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with cbemica Is.
,..., __ together with descdptions of game and fish.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing ov~:er
Illustrated. Every boy should know bow to row and sail a boat.
Full in1>tt·uctions are given in this little book, t ogether with in- fifty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also coutifin·
inll'. _tbe secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
1tructions on swimming and ridingJ.. companion sports to boating.
No. 70. HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TOYS.-Containing full
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RluE AND DRIVE A HORSE.for making Magic 'l'o~ l'l and devices of many kinds. By
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses directions
for business, the best horses for the road ; also valuable recipes for A. Andei·son. Fully illustrated:
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITHNUMBERS.-Showing
diseases pecllliar to the horse.
curious tricks with figures and the magic of uumbers. By .A..
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A bandy many
book for boy(!, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Conta~inc
.No. 7.5. BO\y TO ~ECOJ'dEl A CONJUROR
and the most popular mll.Ilner of sailing them. Fully illu1trab!d. tricks
~
with Dommos, Dice, Cups anJ Balls, lim.s;'efc_ ·
By Q, Stansfield Hicks.
• :n11 .. '
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 78. ROW TO DO THE BLACK ART.--Containing a con.
F'ORTUNE TELLING.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DRillAM BOO!r.- plete description of the mysteries of Magic nnd Sleight of Ha!Xl,
with many wonderful experh11ents. By A. Andersen.
together
~ontaining the great oracle of human destiny; also the true r_Janing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANICAL.
No. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every 1*>Y
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This little book
shoul~ ~now how inventions originated. This book explains thlm
&ives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky all,
g1v1ng examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
No. 28. HOW 'l'O TELL FORTUNES.-JDveryone is desirous of pneumatics, mechanics, etc. 'l'be most instructive book publis~ld.
56. HOW 'l'O BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Containing ull
No.
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or
in order to become a loeomotive nmisery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little instructions bow to proceedbuilding
a model locomotive; toge er
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell gineer; also directions for
with a full description of everything an enginee1· sbouldi know.
the fortune of your friends.
AL INSTRUMEN'l'S.-Fu
MUS"C
MAKE
'l'O
No. 57. HOW
No. 76. HOW TO '.rELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the band, directions how to make a Banjo, VioHn, Zither, 21llolian Harp, Xjlc>·
ph.. ne and other musical instruments; together with a brief deor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events scription
of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. modern times.
·tzgeiald,
Profusely illustrated . By A, e n
ATHLETIC.
for twenty years bandmaster of t'be RoYB:fmngal Marin"~Y~•u•
•. ainmg
LAN'l'ERN.MAGIC
A
MAKE
TO
HOW
59.
No.
infull
No. 6. HOW TO BECOllIE AN ATHLE'rE.-Giving
hi§etruction for tltll use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
1.,rizontal 11eit'Jkecf 'afarious other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
' ing over ~ixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
Tom q~thy ~No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Containlnc
But th __,..,B ·J. sprang to the tflY follC'wi r ~ the instructi<>ns contained
romplete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Trickl.
• -- ws i ...
d0
e oss Des
had only been self-defense made easy. By A. Allderson. Fully illustrated.
porarily and a h fpera
""• bl<>ws, and the dilfers e elt himself b · ·
'
1
LETTER WRITING.
emg assistel)lbould obtain one of
18 came to entirely
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A mMt com•
iich you how to box
"Come on J k •
full directions for writing love-letters,
containing
book,
little
plete
' ac 1 We've got :fi
. ht
ve minutes ter r.--Contain!ng full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
.
s~ig · It's Youn
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Givinr
eard of 'em Th g Wild West an' his P ,:ind athletic exercises. complete
instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
ar...:essor W. Macdonald.
ere's lots of our
·
'
also letters of introduction, notes and requests.
gang as kno
m. Come on'"
HOW '1' 0 WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.24.
No.
'
ng full instruction for
·
Jack G
o instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
ore permitted him lf t
o be assiste(ltrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
se
Tom helped him t
No. 53. HOW TO WRITEJ LE'l'TEJRS.-A wonderful little
0 mount, and th
h
hind h ·
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father.
en w\RDS
.
- un, e rode away in t'
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyne direction th~a CARDS.-C!fonta.lnlng body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
ared from.
sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the hrnd sbould have this book.
ry cards, and n<>t requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE !,ETTERS CORRECTLY.--Conght-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on ahlll)8t any subject
Illustrated.
...or Haffner.
also rule. for punctuation au~ compuitiao, vita QGCil!len letters

of
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No: 31. Bc;>W T9 BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing t9ur»
teen illustrat1ons, giving the different positioas requisite to become
a good speaker, reacler an el!lcutioaist. Also containinl:' gems from
a.II the popular ~atllors .f prose aad poetry, arran,ed in t he mollt
¢
simple and conc1c manaer poasible.
No. 49 . .J'IOW TO DEBA'fE.-Glving rules for cQnducUnt debates, outlmes for debater, questions for discussion \.nd tile Dell
sources for procuring info:;mation on the que~tions riven.

THE STAGE.
No. 41. TBE BOYS OF NEW YORK ENU MEN'S JOKE
B OOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
mo1t famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No., 4~. THE ~OYS OF NllJW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.elonta1!1mg a vaned asso,rto;ient of t1tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amusem ent and amateur shows.
o. 45. THE B0'£"S OF NEJW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
JOKl!J B\)OK.:--Something new a?d very instructive. Every
hould obtam this book, as it contains full instructions for oring an amate11r minstrel troupe.
• 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
ins a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc. of
cnce Muldoon, the great wit 1 humorist, and practical joke~ of
day. Every boy who can enJOY a good ~ubstantial joke should
, ain a copy immediately.
o. . 79. H<;>W TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing comte rnstructions how to make up for various characters on the
ge; together with the duties of the Stege ManSJer, Prompter
Cl!nic Artist and Property Man. By a _prominent IStage Manager'.
N!'. 80. GUS WILLIAl\IS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latiest 3okes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
v r . pular !Jerman comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
con,taining a half-tone photo of the author.
r

SOCIETY.

1

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The a1-ts amt wiles ot fl it·tatlun al'tl
fully explained by this little book. Besides the va1~ious methods of
handkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, window a nd hat flirtation it con•
tains a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers ~hich la
in.teresting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happJ
without one.
No. 4. BOW '1'0 DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little book just issued by l!'rauk 'l'ousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at partie1,
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. 5. BOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete gui de to love,
courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, ru les and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting th ings not g<'n·
erally known.
No. li. ~OW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction in the
art of dressmg and appearing well at home and abroad giving the
selections of colors, material , and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO :BEOOllfE BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to t he world.
N o. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to kngw how to become beautiful , both male and
II instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. '.rhe secret is simple, and almost costless, Read this book
country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
ers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pubBIRDS A ND A NI MALS •
1ed.
. SO. HOW '1'0 COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely Illustrated and
okinc ever published. It contain!! recipes for cooking meats containinr full instructions for the management and training of the
<.'P. game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blaCkulrd, .p,aroquet, pa r l'Ot, etc.
and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE D OGS, PO( LTRY, PIGEONS AND
~-). 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSEJ.-lt contains information for RABBITS.-A useful and inst ruct ive book. Handsomely illus~
trated. By Ira Drofraw.
eveoody , boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET T RA $ .- Including bint1
k al~ auything around the house, such as parlor orname!lts on how to catch moles, weasel , o ter, rats, squirrels and bird1.
~ackets, cements, A.eolian harps, and bird lime for catching bird 11.' Also how' to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
.
• E:eene.
L.
ELECTA
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANI MALS.-A
, !'!o.. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND SE EJLECTRICITY.- A de- valuable book, givinl:' instructions in collecting, preparing, mountinr
Bcr1pt1on of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro macnetism · and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, BatteriJ
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving come tc. ~Y George Trebel, A. l\I., M. D. Containing over fifty il~ plete jnformation as to the manner aiui method of r aising, keeping,
1uatrat1ons.
tami9'6, breediug, and managing all kinds of pets; a lso giving fu ll
11"1i-~-~l-U'.l\rffi · l\IAKE ELECTRICAL MACBINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
a!r.•~v ..•. directions for making electrical machines, inductioa illustrations, making it the most complete bMk of t he kind ever
coils, dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
y R . A. R. 13ennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Conteining a
No. 8. l'IOW TO BECOME A. SCIENTIST,_.A useful and in·
rge collection of instructive and highly amu1inr electrical tricks
' 1tructive "lleok, 'ivinr a cemplete treatise oa cllemistry; also ex·
gether witb illustrations. By A. Anderson.
rieriments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas "llalloons. Thi•
ENTERTAINMENT.
No. 9. HOW 'rO BECO}IE A VENTltILOQUIST.-By Barry book ca1111ot be equaled.
No. 14. BOW TO MAKE CANDY.-.'- complete hand-book for '
K ennedy. The secret given away. Every intellii:ent boy reading
t his book of instructions, by a practical professor ( delichting multi- makin1 .all kinds of canfly. ice-crea~._ syrupl!i.. essences. etc~ etc.
No. 84. ·HOW '1'0 BEC:C>MID AN A.U'l'ttOR.-Containing full
• t udes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
.a rt, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, tlie use of words and the
D!lllJUler of preparillc a.nd submitting manuscript. Also containing
r reatest book ever publisheli. ami there's millions (flf fui:i) in it.
• No. 20. HOW 'rO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to t1ae neatness, legibility 11.nd general com·
e1·y valua.ble little book just published. A coml)lete compendium po.ilition of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
for parlor or drawin -room entertainment. It contains more for the - No. 38. mow TO BJICOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR-A won·
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
uhlished.
money than ny
TA MES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases anti ailments common to every
No. 35. 0 · '1'0
•
_ ,, ."'n jainin,; the ru es and re:ulations of billiards, ba,atelle, family. .'-bounding in useful and ell'ective recipes for general com•
'
plaints.
ckgabit fJ, croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STA.MPS AND COINS.-Con·
No. 36. HOW TO SOLV~ CONUNDRUMS.-Containinr all
t\e leading conunrlrums of tlae day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable inforllj_ation re:arding tlae cellecting and arrangins
of stamps aad coins. H~nilsomely illustrated.
end witty sayings.
Brad,
.
No. 58. HOW TO DE .A. DilTECTIVE.-B
No. 52. HOW 1'0 PLAY GARDS.-A complete and handy little
'
which he lay
ok, giving the rules and ~- '\rections for playing Euchre, Crib· the worlli-know1:1 detective.
age, Casino. Forty-Five, .tt'- ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for begi
uction Pitch, All Fours, and ntiny other popular 'ames of cards. and experiences of well•
No. ~O. HOW TO BJ!
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLEJS.-Containing over three liuned interesting puzzles ancl conundrums. with key to 1ame. A ing useful i11for111ati<1n r<
also how to make PhotCJ
m;lete book. Fully illustrated. By A.. A.1:1derson.
ib~~~~arencies. Budso
ETIQUETTE.
,
No. 62. HOW TO :BE
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOIC OF ETIQUETT.E.-It
at life secret, and one that every young man desires to know C.'-DET.-Centaining full
course of Stm~y. l!lxamiaa
t. There's happiness in it.
3. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containini: the rules and etiquette Guard, Police RegnlatiHs, F
soriety and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Co111.pile
to !ood advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, ud of "J"lew to Become a Naval C
No. 63. llOW TO BECOlll
drawing-room.
structi&na of llow t• gain a
Academy. Also containing th
DECLAMATION.
27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF it~CITATIONS. of grounds and buildings. iisto
a ining the most popular selections in use, com.prising Dutcll should know to become an oltice
French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Ln Senar
West Point Military Cadetl : many standard readings.
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sr Latest Issues
''Pluck and Luck''

"Secre t Servic e"

Containing Stories of Adventure.

Old and Young King Brady, Detectives.
COLORED COVERS.

32 PAGES.

COLORED COVERS.

PRICE 5 CENTS.

611 The Bullet Cha rmer.

578 The Bradys and the Poisoned Arrow; or, The Mystery of Cen-

Ber ton Bert rew.

tral P ark.

32 PAGES.

PRICl!l 5 CENTS.

A Story of the American Revolution. By

.ti•

612 Fast Mail Fred; or, The Smartest Ilngineer on the Road.

579 The Bradys and the Green Goods Men ; or, The Shrewdest of

the River Thieves.
614
581 The Bradys and t he Escaped Convict; or, ThelClew That Came
From States' Prison.
616
582 The Bradys and the Ruby Locket; or, Solving a Society Mys tery.
616
583 The Bradys and " Red Light Dick " ; or, Afte r the Slum King.

J as. C. Merritt.
A Newsboy Hero; or, The Lad Who Won
Draper.
The Boy Banker; or, From a Cent to a
Shackleford.
Fontenoy Farre ll; or, The Dashing Young
Brigade. By Allan Arnold.
Minding His Business ; or, Mark Hopkins'
Austin.

"Fame and Fortun e Weekl y''

"The Libert y Boys of '76"

Them All.

613

580 The Bradys and Captain Crossbones; or, Bagging the Boss of

Success.
Million.

By A
By H.

Scout of the Iri
;
Motto. :Ky Howa1

Containing Stories of Boys Who Mak e Money.
COLORED COVERS.

32 PAGES.

PRICE 5 CENTS.

COLORED COVERS.

227 The Lure of Gold ; or, T,he Treasure of Coffin Rock.

477 The Liberty Boys Fighting Doxstader; or, Tho. Destruction

228 Money Maker Mack; or, Th e Boy Who Smashed a Wall Street

229
230
231
232
233

"Ring. "
Missing for a Year; or, Making a Fortune in Diamonds.
Phil the Plunger; or, A Nervy Boy's Game of Chance. A Wa ll
Stree t Story.
Samson, the Boy Blacksmith ; or, From the Anvil to Fort une.
Bob's Big Risk ; or, Th e Chan ce That Came But On ce.
Stranded In the Gold Fields; or, The Treasur e of Va~i e m e n ' s
Land.
•
"Old Myster y," t he Broker ; or, Playing a Dar ing G 'me. (A
\'Vall Street Story.)
·

"All ·Around Weekl y''"'
Containing Stories of All Kinds.
COLORED COVERS.
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

32 PAGES.

PRICE
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5 C~~TS.

The Young Sinbad; or, Back from the Grave for Vengea,\e.
Schoolboy s Afloat ; or, A Trip Around the World.
Among t he Thug >; or, Two Yankee Boys in Indi a.
Th e Secr et Glen ; or, The Mysterious War -Chict.
Lost in the Heart of China; or ,· A Yankee Boy in th e Land o ~
Skulls.
Ruined by Drink ; or, Jack Jordan 's P eril. (A Truo Temper ance
Stor y. )
Youn g Franklin; or, Burled Und er the Snow.
Winning a Wage r ; or, T wo Boys' Trip Around the Wor ld.
The Hidden Avenger. A Story of Mexi co.
Roy, The Western Unio n Telegraph Messenger .
The Wild B.e ast Hunter s; or , Adventures in Brazil.

Currytown.

ot

'

478 The Liberty Boys and the Miller; or, Routing the Tory Ban··

di ts .

479 The Liberty Boys Chasing "Wild Bill"; or, Fighting a Myster

ous Troop.

480 The Liber ty Boys' Hidden Swamp ; or, Hot Times Along

0

,_

Shore.
481 The Liberty Boys and · the Black Horseman; or, Defeatine
Da ngerous F oe.
482 The Liberty Boys After the CMrokees; or, Battling With C ue
Enemi es.

·'

1

"Work and Win"
1 -

Containing the Great F red F earnot Stories.

' \oLORED COVERS.

32 PAGES.
PRICE 5 C, TS.
682 Fred F earnot Risking His Life ; or, Savi~g His Father fr~

Ru~.
•
Fred F earnot and "Cunning Charlie".i. or, Reforming a Bad iB~ ..
F r ed Fearnot 's Word of Honor ; or, K eeping- His TruRt.
·
Fred F earnot's Return to Avon ; or, Vis iting th e Old School
Fred F earnot's Generous Hand ; or, A Friend to the Poor. ~
Fred F earnot's H idden Enemy ; or, A Stern Chase for V engeance.
588 Fred F earnot's Old Friends; or, Th e Reunion a t Fredonia.
589 Fred F earnot 's Sword F igh t; or, Matched Against a Profn. sfona l.
590 Fred Fea rnot's Strong W ill; or, Defeating tho Loan Sharks,

583
584
585
586
587

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage
stamps, by

FRANK TOUSE Y, Publish er,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBEDS"'.

I"

of our Weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealer s, they can be obtained from this office di 1ect. Cut out
ana" ,ftll
L. in the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the
weeklies you want and we will send t m to you ·
th f e turn ma~:,c! ~R~ TAGE STAMPS TAKE:t)l" THE SAME AS MONEY.

"~ )~u are, Mis'. · ' · · · · · · · · ;fi · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
as he handed the scout the '"end of thPnion Square, New York.
..••••..•• ...•........ .... 190
um lillee bears, allee light."
.... cents for which please send me:
'"I'hat's right," and Charlie seeined os... . ........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ....••••
pointed.
.flKLY, Nos........... ........... ....... . .. . ........... ........... .•
Things bad not h1rned out just thE>.KJ.,Y, Nos... . ......•.... •.......... .... . ........... ....... . ........•
woul d.
J OYS OF '76, Nos .........•. .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
But it was only one or the manuoK, Nos.. ........... ........... ........... ........... ......... • ~~~' f I
nee had got the best of the scout .
•
~ g9o .ong
"You may as well put the cubs tOE, Nos.······· ······•···· ··········· ···· · ···········
··········· · ,r.J..U.r: .. ~.
'd
11r·1d
sa1 vvl , as b e 1augheu,, at th. '>RTUNE WEEKLY, Nos ........... . ........... ........... ... . ......... . ver
"'I"hey are too young to live wit Books, Nos.· · · · · · · · · · · - · · · ... · · · .... . .... .. ........... ... . ........... .
"'rhafs right, Wild," and tw~ ... Street and No . . ........... ..... Town .. .. ..... . State . . ........•• .;Qll~·
'l'hen ~hev all returned to r· ~
.,Y 01111g Wild We\t nnc1 his j "

.

..

_,

